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LS&A might lose
federal funds
By _Andrea Parker
If the State doesn't match
federal funds for the College of
Life Science and Agriculture,
those federal funds could be ·
lo,;;t ,

A BIG HAND FOR UNH - Rob Figler (left), Joe Marcoux, and Mark Koonce cheer for the
Wildcat hockey team during the ECAC games in the Boston Garden this weekend. (Tim Skeer
photo)

•
Dorm rates may rise
next year

::iccnrd ins

to

Emery

Booska, business manager of
LS&A.
The federal government
matches state funds to the
school on a "'oneforone"basis,
said Booska, "and if you don't
match the federal appropriation, the federal funds could be
reallocated to other states that
would match them."
Booska said LS&A is "very
marginal" in its ability to match
state funds with federal funds.
New Hampshire has only 76
cents in state funds for every
federal dollar, he said.
Booska said in other states
there is a five to one match.
"The University in general
;·gets \ts r fair ·share ~f stat~
1cv1;11ut::s, ano me college ot
Life Science and Agriculture
doesn't get any different
treatment," stressed Booska.
But the school faces, "some
peculiar concerns" that other
departments don't, Boo ska
said.
"There is a concern that any
reduction on the part of State

By John Gold
apartments.
remain the same. Presently it
Two percent of the housing costs $1060 per year for 19
Charges for single, double,
and triple dorm rooms are due increase will help fund the new meals a week, $992 per year for
to increase five percent next bed dormitory, which should 13 a week, $125 for a 35 meal
year if they are approved by be completed in August 1983, plan, and $215 .for five lunches
a week.
President Evelyn Handler and according to Bischoff. '
The remaining three percent · RATES page 20
the Board of Trustees.
'
. Sunday night, the Student of the increase will pay for
Senate approved proposed repairs and renovations to the
Residential Life housing and dorms. These include:
-Painting 600 dormitory
dining rates.
rooms.
These are:
-New roofs for some lower
-Single room, $1442 per
quad dorms.
By Bill Carey
year.
strategic weapons as the
-Repair of the brick facing
-Double room or Quad,
California Senator Alan principle objective he would
on Stoke Hall.
$1274 per year.
Cranston, a candidate for the pursue if elected next
-Purchase of $220,000 1984 Democratic Presidential November.
- Triple room or lounge
worth of furniture.
assignment, $1100 per year.
"I believe that a President
nomination, said US-Soviet
-Renovation of bathrooms arms control "is hopeless" as should focus the power of his
Housing fees for Highland
House, the cooperative farm in Hetzel Hall.
long as Ronald Reagan is · mind and the power of that
The increase will also help President.
for Thompson School
office, on one or two principle
students, will increase by 22% Residential Life reduce its
He spoke to a group of 35 purposes," Cranston said.
defecit of $480,000.
to $800 a year.
No American President has
people in UNH's Memorial
According to Bischoff, this Union Building (MUB) on yet to give the issue of arms
This increase is due to
"physical plant problems," will be reduced to $170,000 by Saturday.
· control the attention - it
according to Carol Bischoff, June 1983, and should show a ~ Along with economic deserves, he added.
profit of $40,000 by June 1984. recovery, Cranston cited
Director of Residential Life.
Cranston, a member of the
·Meal ticket prices will mutual, verifiable reductions in Senate Foreign Relations
Rent will increase by six
percent at Forest Park
Committee, called the Reagan
Administration's assertment
that America is militarily
-INSIDEinferior to the Soviet Union "an
absolute misstatement."
He said that concerted, high
level dialogue between the two
countries was necessary if
meaningful reductions are to be
By Consuelo Congreve
lose them."
achieved. He commented on
Faculty members in the
Kaspar Marking, the new the present administration by
Whittemore School of Business Chancellor of the University saying the sabre-rattling of
and Economics may receive a System of New Hampshire, President Reagan has
pay raise in the future said the proposed pay raise is discouraged this process.
according to Gordon A. coming from the system and is
A U.S. Senator since 1968,
Haaland, Vice President of in Haaland's charge.
Cranston has served as the
Academic Affairs. ·
Stephen Fan, Chairman of democratic ship for the last six
Haaland said there has been Chemical Engineering, said he years. In 'the 1980 Presidential
a "continuing effort" to raise hadn't heard of the proposed election, Cranston outpolled
Men's Hockey goes to
salaries since last fall semester. pay increase and said he didn't Ronald Reagan in California
Minnesota for NCAA s, see
He said nothing is concrete yet think it had been discussed with by over 200,000 votes.
story page 28.
and the amount of pay increase the department chairmen. He
Cranston said he is confident
and -the date the increase will said a pay raise has been of his ability to lead the
Calendar .................. page 5
take effect are not specific.
requested.
country.
Classified ................ page 22
Haaland said his goal is to
"In the past we have pointed
"Originally, I was sort of in
Comics .. ~ ................ page 20
"increase salaries for all faculty out to the administration that awe of the Presidency ... but
Editorial ................. page 14
but in certain areas like WSBE the pay scale at UNH is out of after watching Presidents at
Features ................. page 17
and Engineering the competi- line with other people with long distance for a long time,
Notices .................... page 6
tion for faculty is keen, and
similar qualifications else- · and studying them at close
Sports ............... pages 27,28
without special efforts we may where," said Fan.
hand, watching Presidents

funds appropriated to the
agricultural experiment labs,
can directly affect federal
funding support," said Booska.
Thomas Fairchild, dean of
LS&A

said

it

ha s

become

"harder and harder to make
sure we match those (federal)
funds."
Fairchild is taking over for
Kurt Feltner, who left last
Friday to become director of
research and associate dean of
the College of Agriculture at
Kansas State University.
"With the amount of support
the University gets from the
state, it's more difficult to get
money," said Fairchild.
Fairchild said he wants to
make people understand the
importance and the strengths
of LS&A, "'so we don't all of a
sudden lose federal funds, too.
If the state doesn't match those
funds, then federal funds could
be lost."
"That would be the first time
that would happen," he said.
Booska said the LS&A
budget
divided into three
functions: instruction,
agricultural experiments, and
the Cooperative Extension

is

LS&A, page 21

Cranston for weapons control
during th~ last fifteen years,
I've lost my sense of awe and
developed a greater sense of my
own competence about being
able to handle that office."
Economic recovery, according to Cranston, is reliant on
moving toward a balanced
budget. He said the best way to
do this is to solve the problem
of unemployment.
__ ~·A rough rule of thumb is:
that for every one-million
people you get back to work,
you reduce the deficit by $30 -

WSBE profs may get
•
raise,
says Haaland

ALAN CRANSTON
billion," Cranston said. "So if
you could cut unemployment
from the official figure of
twelve-million · people to sixCRANSTON, page 7
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NEWS BRIEFS
Baha'i talk

Students dive into chilly waters
on

Wed.

"The Baha'i Faith: Spiritual Principles fora New Age,"will
be the title of a talk by James Ferguson on Wednesday,
March 16 at 8 p.m. in the Hillsborough-Sullivan room of the

MUB.
Sponsored by the UNH Baha'i Club, Ferguson will expl~in
the basic principles of The Baha'i Faith, a new world rehg1on
that proclaims the unity of all religions, the oneness of God
and the brotherhood of humankind. The talk is free. ·

Bird workshops set
CONCORD - The Audobon Society of New Hampshire
(ASNH) will hold two workshops on birds that migrate along

the Merrimack River on March 23 and 24.
The sessions, which will be held from 6:30-9:30 p.m. at the
Audobon House m Concord, will examine waterfowl and
birds. of prey,. respectively.
A Saturday field trip along the Merrimack River on March
26 is also planned.
The cost of the workshop is $15 for ASNH members, $18
for nonmembers. Advanced registration and deposit by
March 16 are required. For more information call 224-9909.

Bible essay contest
The Freedom From Religion Foundation is sponsoring an
essay contest with a $500 prize for first prize. A total of$ I ,OOO
in awards will be given to college students for essays critiquing
the Bible.
Essays should be limited to eight to ten double-spaced
pages and be submitted by Aug. I.
Students may examine any area of Bible criticism such as
.. Treatment of Women in the Bible," or .. Bible Absurdities."
To submit entries, write to Freedom From Religion
Foundation, P.O. Box 750, Madison Wisconsin, 53701.

Meeting for stutterers
The New Hampshire Chapter of the National Stuttering
Project will hold its organizational meeting on Thursday,
March 31, at 7:30 p.m. in room 20 I of the Horton Social
Science Center.
The Project, is a self-help group that has tentative student
organization status with the Student Activity Fee Council,
according to Rick Nero, di~ector of the group.
The group will meet every other week. For more
information, call 742-1747.

No paper Friday

By Douglas Morton
"The best thing about the
dive was when I inflated my dry
suit and walked upside down
on the bottom of the ice under
water," said Tim Lena, senior
social work/ psychology major.
Lena is one of five students
who plunged under the fiveinch layer of ice in front of
Snively Arena last month on a
snowy, cold afternoon. A hole
was chipped just large enough
for a body to slip through and
UNH's Advanced Scuba
Diving Class slithered in, one
by one, to explore the cold
pond water.
"'It's an important dive," said
Paul Lavoie, UNH's diving
safety officer. ..They (the
students) get the feeling of what
it's like to have a limited place
to surface and it exposes them
to a hostile environment with a
minimum of risk."
The risk was minimum. All
safety precautions were taken,
according to Lavoie. Each
diver wore a Kirby-Morgan
diving helmet which is attached
by a hose to air tanks on the

surface.
McCue, senior electrical
The hose also allows for engineering major, everyone
direct communications has to pass a swimming test to
between the diver and the take the course.
people on the surface.
"1 've been diving for three
"I wouldn't dive with any years and I'm not swim team
other system (besides Kirby- material, but you have to feel
Morgan)," said Lavoie. "It's comfortable in the water. It's
the most preferable way to only common sense," said
conduct an ice dive."
McCue.
Although precautions were
UNH's scuba diving course
taken, some students were offers a professional program
apprehensive. Patti Pressley, for any level diver, according to
junior anthropology major, Pressley. Pressley had no
said she was nervous.
previous experience before
"I almost skipped class that attending UNH and now she's a
day," said Pressley. "I'm used diving teachers assistant (T.A.)
to always being able to surface, for the third semester.
but with five inches of ice over
"Paul Lavoie and Al
your head, it limits you."
Waterfield (the other
PrP1:dey co.rnp:;1red the dive

to ice skating, but underneath.
She said the water was very
dark and visibility wasn't more
than an arms length.
Lena swam to the bottom of
the pool. "All I could see was
cement and leaves," he said. "It
wasn't exciting. But, it was very
cold, and I asked them to send
me down a cup of coffee."
. According to diver Scott

instructor)

a1 c

compt:lt:nl

divers. They teach you and
really prepare you to be safety
conscious so that every dive
you take has a minimum of
risk," she said.
Trust between the instructor
and student is also important,
said Pressley.
"I was scared to go
DIVING, page 10

Concrete canoes built to float
By Andrea Parker
"Concrete floats," accor~ing
to A.J. Castellone, president of
the UN H chapter of the
American Society of Civil
Engineers. (ASCE).
UNH Civil Engineering(CE)
students will race in an anually
held event of concrete canoes
on April 23. The race is
sponsored by the student
chapter of the University of
Maine at Orono.
The UMO race, a tradition
since 1974, is unique because it
is the only concrete canoe race
in the country, which is run on
a wh~e water course.
The site of the race is. the
Kenduskeg stream. The route is
over eight miles long,
consisting of four miles of flat
water, and over four miles of

white water, and a waterfall.
by applying what they've
The concrete canoe team has learned in the classroom.
been working on the canoes
"We're learning something
since early in the semester. The about concrete, and putting it
canoes are considered to be to use. It's hands on experience.
, student projects.
We learn from our mistakes,"
"I'm really looking forward said Mike Dallaire, ASCE
to it," said Castellone. "This secretary.
will 'by my first race."
Dallaire, a senior, helped
"We're the only school design a "fold-up canoe," for
besides UMO that's actually this years race. Dallaire said a
won. We won in 1974, and fold-up canoe has a flat bottom
finished third in 1980," he said. and is constructed in pieces
"Maine bought a racing mold a rather than shaped by a mold.
couple of years ago, and they've
"It's a very interesting
won every year since."
approach, and easy to build,"
Most New England colleges said Henry. "It's interesting
compete in the race, and West that the students com~ up with
Point and the Coast Guard different ideas."
often enter.
"It's starting to get more and
According to Assistant CE more costly to build them,"
Professor Robert Henry, the said Henry. •
students learn from the project CANOES, page 19

The New Hampshire will not be published either this
Friday or on Tuesday, March ·22 because of Spring break.
The next issue of the paper will be Friday, March 25.

Corrections
Charles Cullen and his wife, Mary, occupants of a car
which collided with a Kari-Van last week, were both injured
in the accident.
It was incorrectly reported Friday that nobody was hurt in
. last Wednesday's accident.
Cullen is being treated for a fractured jaw in the intensive
care unit at Wentworth-Douglass Hospital in Dover.
His wife was treated for minor cuts and bruises and
released.
Maryce S€arles will speak on Friday, April 15, at 8 p.m. in
the Berkshire Room of the New England Center.
The Spring Faculty Lecture Series time was incorrectly
listed in the Calendar.
Readers noting er,:crs in The New Hampshire may report
them by calling News Editors Maggie McKowen or. Barbara
Norris or Edi1or Greg Flemming at 862-1490.

Weather
Today w_ill be cloudy with a chance of rain ~nd. highs in the
40s according to the National Weather Service m Concord.
Tonight will be partly cloudy with lows of 30 followed by
more clouds. and some sunshine on Wednesday.
With their concrete canoe are (left to right) A.J. Castellone, Robert Henrey, and Mike Dallaire.
( Caroiyn Blackmar photo)
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Beattie examines relationships

-~-

~-

, SUN AT LAST - Jeremy Johnson reads outside the MUB
yesterday on the first warm, sunny day in a week. (Carolyn
Blackmar photo)

By Patricia O'Dell
Ann Beattie is looking for
answers to some very
fundamental questions. In
.. Snow", for example, she
wonders how the small things
in life can survive when even
larger things get lost, only to be
replaced by symbols.
Beattie is a noted novelist
and short story author. She has
written · two novels, Chil~v
Scenes of Winter and Falling
Into Place. She has also
published three collections of
short stories, Distortions,
Secrets and Surprises, and her
latest, The Burning House. She
is also a frequent contributer to
The New Yorker.
Last night s~e sp~ke to . a
packed audpor1um 1n
· M urkland Hall. She read three
of her stories: ••The Float",
"Snow", and "High School".
Beattie 's stories focus on
relationships~ how they :work
and don 't work. As Terence
Winch noted in The Washington Post, ·•her characters are
most often intelligent,
educated, white, middle-class
Americams in their late
twenties. They have survived

the social turbulence of the 60's
only to find themselves
confused by the emotional
turbulence of the 70's."
In ••The Float", sixteen yearold Annie is spending the
summer with her divorced
father and his girlfriend, who
narrates the story. Annie
drinks wine spritzers and yells
at her father for not loving her
mother, who writes to him
faithfully once a year and
thinks of him ••at unexpected
times."

deliberately dull; they feel life i5

,

History ·of ahortiOn-is discussed ..
By Julie Hanauer
American women will lose
their right to choose abortions
if they let themselves become
complacent with pr_es~nt
abortion laws, Frances K1sshng
told an audience of about 40
last Thursday night in Horton
Social Science Center.
•·Having a law doesn't mean
that you can maintain that
law," she said.
Kissling is the executive
director of Catholics for a Free
Choice. She was brought to
UNH by the campus chapter of
National Abortion Rights
Action League (NARAL) to
speak about the history .of
abortion and freedom of chmce
in America. Her speech was
presented in conjunction wtih
Women's History Week.
In 1970 - the year New York
legalized abortions - Kissling
became director of abortion
clinics throughout the state. In
1975 she founded the first free
standing abortion clinic in
Vienna. she is an international
consultant on abortion.
Abortion was legalized as a
result of the women's
movement in the I960's and
I970's, Kissling said. A gene_ral

lihn::i I trend in society during

the late I 960's gave women the
opportunity foi- the first time to
safely execute their right to
choose she said.
Between 1969 and 1971 ·
abortion was legalized by a few
states such as California and
New York. It wasn't until 1973
that abortion was legalized

FRANCES KISSLING

nationally m · the U.S. by a
Supreme Court decision,
Kissling said.
Women from all classes were
able to obtain abortions
legally, for the first time in
America.
"This provided poor women
with access to the same services
that wealthy · women had ·
always had even prior to 1970,"
Kissling said. ,
Abortions were available
legally before 1970 in Puerto
Rico, Japan and London
among other places according
to Kissling, but only women
with money had access to these
facilities.
Originally the Supreme
Court decision made it possible
for women without funds to get
an abortion. Since then
Kis,sling said the law has been
tightened a little bit more every
year.
In 1973 the law stated federal
funds were available for
women on medicaid to receive
abortions. The law has since
been changed to prevent
federal assistance for abortions
except in cases threatening the
ABORTION, page 9

Town to improve street lights
By Deirdre Wilson
The townspeople of Durham
voted last Wednesday night
during the annual town
meeting to raise and
appropriate $11,133 for
improvements in the Durham
street lighting system.
According to Durham
Selectman, Jim Chamberlain,
these revisions will include
lighting of previously unlighted
areas in Durham; upgrading
existing lights, particularly
those on main highways
around Durham~ and additional lighting on Main Street, side
streets, and other main roads
like Madbury Road.
Chamberlain said pedestrian

walks, bridges, curves,
approaches to the Oyster River
Schools in Durham, and areas
around those schools would all
receive improved or additional
lighting.
Areas with excessive lighting
will also be revised, according
to Chamberlain.
These revisions will cost the
town an additional $ I 1,000 a
year for street light electricity,
which now totals at $36,000 a
year, according to Budget
Committee Chairman, Don
Summer.
Electricity will be provided
by the Public Service Company

of New Hampshire.
Several Durham residents

praised the decision for
improved- street lighting.
One woman said, .. I
commend this decision. There
are more cars in Durham than
ever before. There are also
more children. And when it
starts getting dark around three
or four o'clock, when school's
getting out, it can be extremely
dangerous."
A town budget of $3,264,304
for 1983-84 was also approved
at the meeting. The meeting
lasted four hours, an
improvement in time consumption over last year's seventeen
hour .. marathon" Town

Meeting.

••The Float" ends as many of
Beattie's stories do: with a line
that attempts to sum up the
story. More overwhelming
than love, she says, is ··the
desire to simply get off the
earth," like a child being swung
overhead.
The theme of failed
relationships is continued in
·•snow". The narrator realizes
running away to live in the
country with her lover was ••as
hopeless as giving a child a
matched cup and saucer."
The characters in these
stories are ordinary, they aren't
heroes. According to Richard
Locke in The New York Times,
••Ann Beattie's people are often

ANN BEATTIE

stale, flat and unprofitable.
They're a drag and they
apologize for it.,.
Beattie has recieved severai
awards, including a Guggenheim Fellowship and an award
in literature from the American
Academy and Institute of Arts
and Letters.
Beattie's appearance was
sponsored by the UNH Writers
Series. On March 28, Tom
Williams will speak in the
Forum Room. Williams is a
novelist and a professor at
UNH.

Few improvements seen

Imprisoned women
discussed by prof
By Barbara Ohrstrom
Architechural plans for a
new state prison in New
Hampshire proves that
attitudes towards incarcerated
women have not changed
significantly, according to
Ruth Chevron, Instructor of
Criminal Law at Franklin
Pierce College.
In her speech last Friday,
•'History of Women's Prisons,"
Chevron said plans for the
women's unit entail separating
the women from the men in
both living and vocationaleducational facilities.
Chevron said, ••My fear is
that the women's section may
not get funded."
Women prisoners in New
Hampshire are presently sent
out of state, far from their
families and attorneys .
Women due to be released
cannot be granted parole unless
they find a job and a place to
live in New Hampshire.
Barbara Egger, teacher at
Phillips-Exeter Academy, said
four percent of all prisoners are
women, incarcerated for social
crimes, intrafamily violence,
and property offenses. Ninetyfive percent of all incarcerated
men committed some violent
crime. Chevron said women's
prisons are group oriented and
less violent. Rape is unknown.
Egger said women rely on
parenthood in pleas for release.
However, most prisons do not
allow a mother to keep her
children, although they have in
the past. For women who don't
want their children, their
chances of release are slimmer.
Chevron said, .. A woman
criminal was viewed as
particularly disgusting and

siniul. She has gone against her
very nature, and was utterly
unredeemable." There still
exists an attitude among male
guards and administrators that
women prisoners are sneakier
and dirtier than men. Chevron
said, "there is no support for
that prejudice."
Egger said, ·•the role of
women as administrators was
integral to the funding of
women's prisons." Women
administrators expanded
programs of training and
education for prisoners. The
first women's prison was built

BARBARA EGGER

in Indiana in the 1860's.
Women adminstrators have
lost thdipull because "the ideal
of totally separate prisons for
women is fading," said Egger.
State departments of

PRISON, pap 4
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------PRISON--<continued from page 3)

corrections have made uniform
... rules for all prisons, even
though men's prisons have a
much higher violence problem.
Men.Have gained free access to
women's prisons and co-ed
prisons, but women now have a
much tougher time.
Chevron said, "Domestic
service still plagues women's
prisons today." In the past.
women have done labor such as
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You must be at least
a second semester
sophomore

Friday March 18
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field
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field
experience

summer
deadline 3/16/83

summer
deadline 3/21 /83

field
experience

fieldexperience

summer
deadline 3/28/83

Petitions are available
in the Student Senate Office
Room 130/MUB
862-1494

Petition Deadline:

sewi~g, farming, gardening,
cannmg and hair services.
Women have less access- to
vocational training.
Egger said, "Women have
com~ forward in some ways,
and m some ways they have lost
a lot." Chevron said that some
co-ed prisons are working now.
She said, "Women's prisons
have a unique history,
philosophy and sociology."

summer
deadline 3/24/83

NO ITS NOT TOO LATE!
SUMMER JOBS STILL AVAILABLE
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DURHAM, NH
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Eihrary awarded .$50,000 fund i---CA_L_EN_D_A_R_----:-_-.·_____,
By Dale Jette
Oud Holland, as well as ·periodicals which the library
A $50,000 endowment fund puchasing back issues of some . has only recently subscribed to.
for books and periodicals in the
Vincent said library
humanities has been awarded
representatives from the
to the UNH lib_rary by the
subsequent departments will
Gladys Brooks Foundation of .
meet to decide what should be
New York .·
done with the annual interest
The fund is the largest
from the endowment.
• endowment ever given to the
"A fairly large lump sum
library, according to Donaldmay be more beneficial if
Vincent, head UN H librarian.
concentrated on one field of
The library first applied for
study," he said.
the grant on October 15, I98 I
The Brooks Foundation was
and recieved the first $ l 6~000
created in the will of the late
installment check in December;
New Y o·rk philanthropist
1982.
Gladys Brooks Thayer and
"This gift will make a
presently concentrates on aid
substantial difference in the
to non-profit, educational
books and periodicals available
libraries.
The endowment will
to students in literature, music
and art, .. Vincent said .
supplement UNH's capital gifts
The library will add a
program, the· Campaign for
riumber of important titles that
Distinction, which has raised
were previously unaffordable,
more than $12 million for
·s elected endowments and
he said. The majority of the
-DONALD VINCENT
money will be directed towards
f~cilities- at the university.
English literature and ~ Art,
although additions will also be
made to the library's music
scores as. a supplement to the
Listening Room's repertoire of
.:
51-53 Mam St. Durham, N.H.
major composers.
· According to Vincent, funds
Tel. 868-2280 Mon.-Sat. 9-6
will be used to increase the
number of books in women's
Take a little UNH
literature, women's studies,
American studies, critical
with you on spring brea~
theory, and Medieval and
Renaissance studies.
Vincent said the library also
plans to purchase Art
Bibliographies Modern and
Corpus Rubeniorium, both
considered primary research
4 UNH T-shirt designs
tools that · have been
UNH writing pens
unavailable to students. The
library will also subscribe to
UNH coffee mugs .
journals such . as Art
I ·
UNH keychains
International, Scriptorium and

.~ Care ~harmacy"

TUESDAY, March 15

WOMEN'S STUDIES SEMINAR: President Randier, Problems
of Junior Faculty. Hillsborough-Sullivan Room, Memorial Union,
12:30-2 p.m.
·
FOREIGN FILM : "Woman in the Dunes". Sponsored by
Independent Supporters of Foreign Cinema. Room 110 Murkland,
4 p.m. General $I: free to sponsors. For more information or to
become a sponsor. call Lisa Cunningham, 742-5305.
FACULTY CENTER LECTURE SERIES: "Chinese Painting",
illustrated talk by John Hatch. Faculty, staff and friends are invited .
Faculty Center, 4:30 p.m.
WEDNESDAY, March 16

NEW / OLD CINEMA: "Th·e Last Laugh". Sponsored by MUSO.
Room 110, Murkland, 7 p.m.
SAXOPHONE QUARTET RECITAL: Richard Shepard, David
Pietro. Mark Wojcik and Cindy Boehm. Bratton Recital Hall, Paul
_Arts. 8 p.m.
DeForestation: The Unknown Threat. Presentation on the effects of
deforesting tropical rain forests and it's impact on the planet earth.
~icha r d 3o n ll1.:1u~c: .M ·d1di 16, 6.00 p.m. in the founge. ror more mfo
call Neal Barret at 862-1162.
THURSDAY, March 17

NEW DEAL SYMPOSIUM: "The New Deal: Fifty Years later"
will evaluate the achievements of the- New Deal and its effects on
comtemporary affairs. Alumni Center, 9:30 a.m. - 3:30 p.m.
Through March 18.
· MUSO FILM: "To Catch a Thief." Strafford Rooni, Memorial
Union, 7 & 9:30 p. m. $1 or season pass.
MUB PUB: The long Note. Memorial Union, 8 p.m. UNH
ID / proof age required. Admission charged.
FRIDAY, March 18

NINTH ANNUAL UNH SPRING COUNSELING
CONFERENCE: "Counseling Through A lifetime: Creative
Approaches". Keynote speaker - Samuel Gladding, Fairfield
University: workshops and film festival. Presented by Counseling
Program graduate students. Memorial Union) 8 a.m. - 5:30 p.m.
Professionals $25 with lunch. For more information and registration
.
forms call Counseling Program, 862-1730.
NEW DEAL SYMPOSIUM: "The New Deal: fifty Years later".
Alumni Center, 10 a.m.-3 p.m.: William leuchtenburg, summary
address, 8:30 p.m.
·
WOMEN AND THE NEW DEAL: Susan Ware, Harvard
University. 1925 room, Alumni Center 10 a .m.
RESIDENCE HALLS CLOSE. 7 P.M. FOR SPRING BREAK
SPRING FACULTY LECTURE SERIES: Devices of Stage
Illusion, Gil Davenport, University Theater. Berkshire Room, New
England Center, 8 p.m.

Care _P harinacy's ·UNH
speciality items

f'

&.buttons

·

I "'

We also have a full line
of suntan proqucts /or all
you ''sun seekers"

American Cancer Society

.Petitions Are Now Available
For. The Positions Of ·

. your . . .
abroad.
•England.
•ls~ael
•Ireland
•Germany
•Spain

Join the. thousands of students · who
have. earned college credits studying
a~road iri CCIS programs .
- Affordable , _q1J~lity programs with
financial aid available . ·

•Italy
•Denmark

• Egypt
• Switzerland
•Mexico ·
•Canada
• Fronce .

GREEK SENATORS
COMMUTERS SENATORS
For

.
Acadenlic Year
·1983-1984

FAll SEMESTER IN DUBLIN
· INSTITUTE FOR IRISH STUDIES
12 • 15CREDITS
SUMMER PROGRAMS
AT TRINITY COLLEGE
DUBLIN

Dr. John J. Mclean
Mohegan Community College
Norw icht CT 06360

886- 1931 X243
COLLEGE CONSORTIUM FOR .INTERNATIONAL STUDIES ·

you must be an off-camp~s, commuter student, Greek, next year to serve.
These positions will be decided in a full campus election Tuesday, April 5, and
Wednesday April 6

Petition Deadline: Friday March 30
by Noon
Petitions are available in the Student Senate O~ce
Room 130/MUB .862-1494
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NOTI.CES

Tomorrow's Music ... Today.

ACADEMIC
.. WHAT COULD I DO WITH A MAJOR IN
SOCIOLOGY OR ANTHROPOLOGY?":
Sponsored by Liberal Arts Advising Center.
Tuesday, April 5, Merrimack Room, Memorial
Union, I to 2 p.m. - ·_ ·-ATHLETICS AND RECREATION
UNH OUTDOOR POOL SUMMER
EMPLOYMENT: Position for lifeguard and head
lifeguard available from June 22 to August 13,
noon to 6 p.m. Contact Ann Roberts, Recreational
Sports, Room 151, Field House, 862-2031.
YOUTH SWIM PROGRAM INSTRUCTORS:
Instructors needed on Saturdays from April 2 to
May 21, 8:30a.m.-12:30p.m. at the Field House
swimming pool. Pay rate: $3.75 per hour. For
more information call Ann Roberts, 862-2031.
WATER POLO CLUB ORGANIZATIONAL
MEETING: Sponsored by Recreational Sports.
Come join one of the most exciting clubs on
campus -- men's and women's teams. Tuesday,
March 15, Room 38, Field House, 7:30 p.m.
ULTIMATE FRISBEE ORGANIZATIONAL

Non-credit courses for a nominal fee are listed
below. Registration is required. Call 862-3527 or
stop by Room 2E, Stoke Cluster. Additional $5
charge for non-USN H personnel. All courses are
held in Stoke Cluster unless otherwise indicated.
MICROCOMPUTER SEMINAR SERIES:
Topic for March - Communication
(Microcomputer Hardware and Software).
Friday. March 18 from 2 to 4 p.m.
WORDSTAR WORDPROCESSING PROGRAM FOR CP/M MICROS-1,2: Two-session
course provides Video editing, formatting and
printing will be discussed in detail. Monday,
March 28 and Wednesday, March 30 from 2 to 4
p.m. Fee is $4.
BEGINNING TIMESHARING - 1.2: Teaches the
user how to interact with the DECIO computer
from a terminal. The skills presented will lay
foundation needed for learning how to create and
edit files, and use the extensive applications
programs available. Two courses available on the
f9llowing dates and times: Monday. March 28 and
Wednesday, March 30 from 9:30 a.m. to noon;

MECTINO . Spu1t:)U1t:ll 1.Jy Rc:ucdliu11al Spvt l~.

Tuc3day, 1',fa1d1 29 a11u Tl1u1~udy, Ma!<.:11 .31:

Thursday, March 17, Field House, 7 p.m_
RECREATIONAL SPORTS REGISTRATION:
Registration will be March 28 to April 1 in Room
151 of the Field House, from 8 a.m. to4:30 p.m. for
the courses listed below. Each course will run from
April 4 to May 23 at a cost of$18 with a student ID
or recreation pass and $25 for all others unless
otherwise indicated: Aqua Exercise; Cycle
Touring; Men's Body Building/ Weights; Women's
Body Building/ Weights; Rush Hour Aerobics;
and Lunch Bunch Aerobics at a cost of $27 with a
student ID or recreation pass and $36 for all
others.
RECREATIONAL SPORTS MANAGERS'
MEETING: Monday, March 28, SenateMerrim_a ck, Room Memorial Union, 5:30 p.m.
CAREER
JOB SEARCH GROUP: Sponsored by Career
Planning and Placement/ Counseling and Testing.
Support group for job seekers. Guidance on
resume writing, interviewing and job search
strategies. Mondays, March 7 - April 18, Schofield
House, 4 to 6 p.m. For more information call 8622010.
FINDING A JOB: Sponsored by Career Planning
and Placem'e nt. Tuesday, March 15, HillsboroughSullivan Room, Memorial Union, 6 to 7:30 p.m.
INTERVIEWER COMMENTS REVIEW:
Sponsored by Career Planning and Placement.
Students learn how they are coming across during
on-campus interviews on a first come/ first served
basis. Thursday, March 17, Room 203
Huddleston, 1:30 to 4:30 p.m.
RESUME CRITIQUE: Sponsored by Career
Planning and Placement. Students receive
feedback on final draft resumes on a first
come/first served basis. Friday, March 18, Room
203, Huddleston, I :30 to 4:30 p .m.
CLUBS AND ORGANIZATIONS
RESOURCE ECONOMICS _C LUB MEETING:
Mondays, Room 106, James,moon.
JUGGLING CLUB WEEKLY MEETING:
Wednesdays, Senate-Merrimack Room,
Memorial Union, 7:30 to .I 1:30 p.m.
COMMUNICATION MAJORS MEETING: All
present or perspective majors urged to attend.
InterComm will be distributed at $1 per copy.
Coffee hour will follow. Tuesday, March 15,
Hennessey Theater, Paul Arts Center, 6:30 to 8
p.m.
CAMPUS CRUSADE FOR CHRIST
TUESDAY NIGHT LIVE: The Satanic Influence
in Rock and Roll will be discussed. Tuesday,
March 15, Room 208, McConnell, 7 to 8 p.m.
UNH CHESS CLUB MEETING: Schedule for
future matches announced. Wednesday, March 16,
Room 53, Hamilton Smith, 7 p.m.
JEWISH STUDENT ORGANIZATIONAL
MEETING: Wednesday, March 16, Senate Room,
Memorial Union, 7 p.m. ·

COUNSELING AND TESTING CENTER
VICTIMS OF RAPE AND SEXUAL ASSAULT
SUPPORT GROUP: Sponsored by Counseling
and Testing. Thursdays, Schofield House. I to 2
p.m. For further information, call Ellen Becker,
862-2090.
COUNSELING AND TESTING WEDNESDAY
NIGHT WORKSHOPS: Coming out as Gay for
both !vf en and Women. Wednesday, March 16,
Schofield House, 7 to 9 p.m. For more information
call 862-2090.
GENERAL
JOB BOARU: The student job board. located in
the Memorial Union, posts information about
available jobs and how to apply for them in
Durham and the Seacoast area. Potential
employers may call 862-1524, Monday - Friday
from 8:30 to 4:30 for more information. The job
board is sponsored by the Office of Student
Activities.
TEXTBOOKS AT THE BOOKSTORE: The
Bookstore will begin returning Spring Semester
books on March 15. The 'Bookstore cannot
guarantee availability of any titles after this date.
GEOGRAPHY DEPARTMENT LECTURE:
"Does America Need a New Intercollegiate
Sports System?: A Geographical Appraisal",
Professor John Rooney, Oklahoma State
University, Tuesday, March 15, · Rqom 127,
Hamilton Smith, I to 2 p.m:
HEAL TH EDUCATION WORKSHOP: "The
Weigh We Eat". Understanding nutritional health.
sponsored by Health Education and Fairchild
Hall, Tuesday, March 15, Main Lounge, Fairchild
Hall, 7 p.m.
BROWN BAG LUNCH SEMINAR: Sponsored
by UNH Counseling Program. Film, "Am I
Normal" raises important issues about masculinity
and peer pressure; "The Last Taboo", shows a
therapist working with a group of women who
have been sexually abused as children.
Wednesday, March 16. Room 2, Morrill. noon to 1
p.m. Donation
MARINE MICROORGANISMS LECTURE:
The Invisible Seas - the World of Marine
Microorganisms. Dr. Rita Colwell, University of
Maryland. Wednesday, March 16, lddles
Auditorium, Parsons, 8 p.m. Sponsored by Sigma
Xi, scientific research society.

GAY

STUDENT ORGANIZATIONAL

MEETING: Organization and possible goal
setting for future meetings. Wednesday, March ·I 6.
Rockingham Room, Memorial Union, 8 p.m.
AIESEC GENERAL MEETING: The
International Association of Students in
Economics and Management. Thursday, March
17, Room 212. McConnell, I p.m. All majors
welcome.

SOCIETY

FOR

WHOLISTIC

LIVING

"LECTURE: The Futility of Protest, Tom Storrs,
and Adrienne Pryor. Thursday, March 17, Room
307, Horton Social Science, 7:30 p.m.
ANTI-HAZING LECTURE: Sponsored by
Lambda Chi Alpha. Eileen Stevens, whose son
died in a hazing incident now travels the country
telling of her experience and goals to stop useless
killings. Wednesday. March 30, Strafford Room,
Memorial Union, 8:30 p.m.
NH CHAPTER OF THE NATIONAL
s-:,,lTTERING PROJECT (NSP): First meeting
of a self-help and support group for stutterers.
Speech pathologists, friends and family of a
stutterer. Thursday, March 31. Room 201, Horton
Social Science, 7:30 p.m. For more information
write NSP, Room 126, Memorial Union. UNH,
Durham or call Rick Nero, 742-1747. ·
COMPUTER SERVICE

Rock-8 I u es-Jazz~ Fo Ik-C Iass ica I

ST. PATRICK'S
DAY
Balloons,
Candy
& Stuff
il

"'The
-~/ Out Back
At

Main St. - Durham

Prescription
·Eyeglasses*

PSYCHOLOGY DEPARTMENT EXTERNSHIP MEETING: Informational meeting for
psychology majors interested in participating in a
field placement program for career experience,
Thursday. March 17, Room l04. Conant, 5 to 6
p.m.
ST. PATRICK'S DAY PARTY: Sponsored by
Catholic Student Organization. Thursday, March
17, Catholic Student Center, 8 p.m. Admission $2:
$1 if you wear something green.

SOCIOLOGY AND ANTHROPOLOGY
CONVENTION DEADLINE: Participants must
sl,lbmit brief description of abstract to Sociology
and Anthropology Department by March 18. For
more information call Druann Hecker or Valerie
Hurst at 862-1802.
SPRING BREAK KARI-VAN SCHEDULE:
Buses will run on a reduced schedule from March
21 through 25. The last bus to depart campus
Friday, March 18 will be the 5: 15 Newmarket.
There will be no service on March 19, 20, 26, and
27. Full service will resume Monday, March 28.
MEMORIAL UNION TICKET OFFICE
SEMESTER BREAK HOURS: The ticket office
will closed March 23, 24 and 25 during spring
_,_ break.
.
.
· GOURMET DINNER I: "Le Cafe Aux Champs
Elyse.e s." Sponsored by hotel department. Friday.
April 8 and Saturday. April 9, Granite State
Room. Memorial Union, cocktails at 6:30 p.m.
and dinner at 7:30_ p.m. for $14.95 per person.
Tickets available at Memorial Union Ticket Office
beginning March 17. Ticket office will be closed
March 23-25.
BROWN BAG LUNCH SEMINAR: Counseling
with Herpes patients. Sponsored by UN H
Counseling Program. Presentation led by Roxie
Wolf, R.N. Wednesday, March 30, Room Z.
Morrill, noon to 1 p.m.
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--CRANSTON---.•
( continued
million people, you would
more or less be achieving a
balanced budget."
More job training, a
reestablishment of the
Reconstruction Finance
Corporation which provides
needed business capital,
changes m Federal Reserve
Bo a rd p O Ii c y and the
development of domestic
energy alternatives, are
necessary measures to improve
he economy, according to
Cranston.
He called the Reagan
Administration's decision to
eliminate graduate student
loans and cut back undergraduate aid by 33 percent .. very
unwise and unfair."
.. It shortcuts our future and
the future of talented young
people. ·· he said.
If elected President,
Cranston said, he would bring
more members of the academic
community into policy-making
.circles.
A foreign correspondent for
International News Service
from 1936-39, Cranston holds
the honor of being sued by
Adolph Hitler for copyright
violations of Hitler's book
Mein Kampf After returning
to America from Europe,
Cranston said he had picked up
a copy of the book only to find
that it had been doctored
dramatically.
·•1t wasn't the real book,"
said Cranston. ••it had been
edited so Americans wouldn't
be quite that upset by Hitler's
plans for world conquest. So I
proceeded to write an anti-Nazi
version of Mein Kampf .. We
sold half a million copies in ten
days and were immediately
sued by Hitler's agents."
Cranston said in some ways,
today's world is just as
dangerous as the world of the
Hitler era, if not more so. ••rve
seen more forboding things
unfolding in the world now, in
some respects, then when
Adolph Hitler was on the
march.''
Cranston continually
attacked the Reagan Administration's committment to
nuclear arms control. The
quoted Eugene Rostow. fromer
Chief Arms Control Negotiator for the Reagan Administration, as saying, ••Japan not only
survived, but florished after the
bomb was dropped." According to Cranston. Rostow's
appointed successor Kenneth
Adleman ••is worse."
Cranston emphasized the
importance of the New
Hampshire primary to the
Presidential race.
••The people of New
Hampshire/' said Cranston,
·•have a tremendous amount to
say aqout who gets to the White
House. Because of that very
significant, very important
primary that means so much in
terms of the momentum a
candidate gets or the lag a
candidate gets out of the early
primary process."
Following his visit to the
MU B, Cranston attended a
reception given in his honor by
Governors' Council Dudley
Dudley. There, Cranston told a

Have fun in

ihe sun Cindy!
-YDF

from ~age 1)
literally packed house that,
depite early polls showing him
trailing both Walter Mondale
and Senator John Glenn, they
merely illustrate "name
recognition" and are not an
accurate gauge of a canqidate's
chances.
Cranston asserted that, in
terms of grass roots organizing
in early primary states such as
New Hampshire, Iowa,
Alabama and Washingtqn, he
was second only to Mondale.
He said it was up to the people
of New Hampshire to decide
what kind of a President they
would get in 1984.
It is up to us to decide, said
Cranston "whether you get a
President who will devote the
power of that office to the tasks
that do need attention or will

BIOLOGICAL/PHYSICAL SCIENCES...

You're needed AH ouar the world.
Ask Peace Corps volunteers why they are using their science major, mi n·or, or aptitude in
health clinics and classrooms in Malaysia. Why do they use them in fish pond culture
projects and experimental farms in Western Samoa? They'll tell you their ingenuity and
flexibility are as important as.their degrees. Ask them why Peace Corps is the toughest
job you'll ever love.

PEACE CORPS
March 30--Film & info session in the Carroll Belknap ·Room,
7:00 - 9:00.
March 31--lnterviews from 8:30 - 4:00, Career Planning. Info
only 9-4:00 Memorial Union Bldg .
,tt;_;_;;;_iiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiii.iiiiiiiiiiiiii;;;;;;;;;;;;..;;__;.;.;_.;_..;..;;;;;;;;;;.;;;;;;;;..;g

not."
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March 17th
10-3:30 PM

UNH BOOKSTORE
Meet UNH Author

DAVID MAGIDSON

Autographing

and
Illustrator

THE MAGIC BOARD

MARSHALL CARBEE
Tite charming children's book on Durhrunis History
NOON - 1:30
Also: All Irish Books 30o/o off
reen Balloons Irish Music Refreshments
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2,000,000 people fighting cancer.
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Meeting for all

. PRESENT and PERSPEC·TIVE

25 Extra Sheets of Paper
25 Envelopes
25 Copies

ij public.

American
Heart
Association

COMMUNICATION MAJORS

Selection of Paper
and Envelopes
$15

Tues. March 15 from 6:30 to . 8:00 pm
at The Hennessey Theater PCAC.

Single Copies
· Also Made

..__l{_on_._u_ar_y_ _...,JII_ _ _ _ _ _ _ _ _ _ _
U_pe-n-~atu-rd-ay_
s ....

Inter Comm will be distributed· for
$1~00
Sponsored By The Communication
Faculty.

A GR/CUL TURALISTS ...

You're needed 111.ouer the world.
Ask Peace Corps volunteers why their agriculture degrees or farm backgrounds are
needed in developing nations . .Ask them how their knowledge of crop, livestock
production, farm mechanics or beekeeping methods help alleviate hunger, increase
personal income and develop technical skills. They'll tell you of the rewards .of seeing
direct results·of their efforts. They'll tell you Peace Corps is the toughest job you'll ever
love.

PEACE CORPS
March 30--Film & info session in the · Carroll Belknap Room,
7:00-9:00.
March 31--lnterviews from a:·30-4:00, Career Planning.. Info
only 9-4:00 Memorial Union Bldg.
II

Shear Kreations· .o f Lee
,- Circle
ABOVE THE DRUG STORE
Mon-Sat. 9-5
Thurs. Nights: Until 8 PM

Rte. 125
Lee Circle. N. H . 03824

FULL FAAIILY HAIR SERVICE
-shampoo, cut, blow dry· & conditioner-short
hair $7.00
-extra long hair $ 8.50
.. perms- one price · $ 25.00
curly-body-directional
w / precision cut •
-long hair perms w / cut $ 30.00
- U ni-Perm-Redken-Realistic-Zoto-Helene
Curtis for Men, Women and children

WE PICK THE BEST
FOR YOUR. HAIR
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--ABORTION--
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Th is space contributed by the pub I is her as a pub I ic service .

. (continued from page 3)
stand from priests and nuns
mother's life.
The reason for tightening up with threats of excommunicathe laws is the emergence of the tion, she said.
Kissling said her . right to
New Right (a politically and
morally conservative group), disagree with Catholic policy
is, "more profound than their
Kissling said.
Those who oppose women's (Catholic Bishops) right to
rights to choose became angry coerce me from my beliefs."
Kissling advised the
especially when they saw
women having abortions in - audience that the pro-choice
nice atmospheres. "It's one movement must start
thing to have a legal abortion formulating answers to the
it's another to get it nicely," she New Right's accusations that
pro-lifers are callous, selfish,
said.
Kissling said Catholics and and hedonistic.
"We can't successfully
the Right Wing joined forces to
outlaw abortions and sway counter that by talking about
national sentiment against Constitutional rights," she
said.
freedom of choice.
Kissling said she became
"Giving a women the right to
control

her hocly in es:,;;ence

means that somebody else
can't," Kissling said.
Kissling noted that in
troubled times people tend to
fall back on old stable patterns.
In America this means the man
is the head of the household
and women are submissive, she
said.
The falterin_g economy and
the organization of the Right
have led to the popularity of the
concept of limiting women's
right to abortion, Kissling said.
"We have done a much better
iob," Kissling said, "of keeping
abortion legal." than the right
has of outlawing abortion.
'"The biggest enemy of choice
that we face right now really
comes from the New Right (not
the Catholic church)," Kissling
said. The New Right has taken
over where the church left off,
according to Kissling.
Catholic Bishops and
Cardinals are opposed to
abortion on the grounds that it
is murder. They are trying to
silence opposition to their

Crossword
Answers

involw•cl with

::i

bortion J;1nd the

NUTRITIONISTS/HOME ECONOMISTS. ..

You're needed 111 ouer the world.
Ask Peace Corps home economists and nutritionists why they travel to Asia, Africa and
Latin America. They'll tell you they are helping to diminsh malnutrition by teaching
gardening, food preparation and preservation, hygiene and budgeting. Ask them why
Peace Corps is the toughest job you'll ever love.

PEACE CORPS
March 30 -

Film & Info session in the Carroll Belknap Aoom,

women's movement at a time
7:00 - 9:00
when she was searching for a
career.
March 31 - Interviews from 8:30- 4:00, Career Planning. Info
"I was at a point in my own
only 9-4:00 Memorial Union Building ..
life when I was looking for
work
that
would
allow
me
to
be
a responsible human being and ....,._ _ _ _ _ _ _ _ _ _ _ _ _ _ _ _ _ _ _ _ _ _ _ _ _ _ _ _ _ _ _ _ _...,..
would have meaning," she said.
When the abortion laws
began changing, Kissling said
she found what she was looking
for.

A festive gathering of films produced by
U.N.H. students and graduates of U.N.H.

Tuesday, March 15th
at 7:00 P.M.
In Murkland Hall Room 110
A .rare chance to meet with people interested in
film and view their work.

A remarkable night at the movies for all.--
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------DIVING---

RESUME!
Campus Copy

SHARE
THE COST

OFLIYING.

868-2450

<continued from page 2)
underneath the ice. I didn't specific tasks underwater,
know what was down there. according to Lavoie.
But I really trust Paul and Al,"
"The students will learn
she said. "It's the only way I photography, mapping and
could've done it. I mean, they surveying which will help their
hold the ropes that let you in careers as divers," said Lavoie.
and you can't get back without
These dives will take place in
them."
the reservoir located in
Future plans for the course Kingsbury Hall, better know as
are to have the students learn "the pit", said Lavoie.

Don't Forget!
The next issue of

The New
Hampshire
will be on April -I.
MATH (MAJORS/MINORS/ APTITUDE) ...

You're needed AH ouer the world.
Ask Peace Corps Math volunteers why their degrees are needed in the classrooms ofthe
world's developing nations. Ask them why ingenuity and flexibility are as vital as
adapting to a different culture. they'll tell you their students know Math is the key to a
solid future. And they'll tell you that Peace Corps adds up to a career experience full of
rewards and accomplishments. Ask them why Peace Corps is the- toughest job you'll
ever love.

PEACE CORPS
March 30 - Film & Info session in the Carroll Belknap Room,
7:00 - 9:00.
March 31 - Interviews from 8:30- 4:00, Career Planning. Info
only 9-4:00 Memorial Union Bldg.

CARE ABOUT
EYE CARE
Members

American Optometric
Association

For the Highest Quality
Contact Lenses and
Vision Care

Dr. Alie and Dr. Menard
476 Central Ave.
Dover, N. H. 03820
603-742-5719

Jenkins Court
Durham, N. H. 03824
603-868-1012

TONITE

Greek Nite at the

Introducing

Cat Nip Pub

Prestig-ious name brands made for catalogues

Wear Your House Letters
and get Happy- Hour
prices 8:30-close

The Bottom Drawer
40% to 60% off

* Polo
* Talbots
* Carrol Reed

Cotton Sweaters
$15-$20
Cotton Blouses
$16-$21
Cotton Skirts
$20-$24

Entertainment
Features

Don't be 1111 _out on spring 1asn1ons
Marshall's Mall Portsmouth

Hours

Mon-Fri. 10-8
Sat. /0-6, Sun. 12-5

TKE's own
Tim & Scott
(Elastic Wasteband)'
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---SKIERS--( continued from page 26)
The X-C relay race
behind Vermont.
concluded the championships.
X-C coach .Cory Schwartz
In the men's 3x7.5km relay, the predicted a fifth place finish
trio of Sullivan, Poulin, and only if the young squad (tw~
Huss_ey placed 5_~h. T~ey were ro?kies . and a sophomore)
the fi~st team s~11!1g with three skied their best. They did and in
Amencans to fm1sh, and also · doing so gave the best UNH Xthe second team from the East C showing in recent years.

St. Patrick's Day.
A great day for
an Irish Bouquet.

ATTEN·TION:
A~y stu9ent who
received a Priority Waitlist
application from Room Draw
If you want _to be considered
for on-campus housing, you
must return your completed
application by April 1st to:

Office of Residential Life
Pettee House
Send a beautiful green
bouquet to your favorite
colleen. (Actually works
wonders on any girl.) Call or
visit us today.

•

. Sl, leJ Ca.rpel
FLOWER & GIFT SHOP
!Jfi

M.i111

Str""'

868-7021

D11ril ; 1111

-

AorH 1st
IS Iha

oaadllna

The Spirit of. St. Patty hits the
MUB PUB with ...
4. .
THE .LON& .

~

NOTE
t-"A sheer delight!"

"irresistible joy!"
BERNARD DREW, Gannett News Service

..,

-JUDITH CRIST, New York Magazine

Thursday, March 17
In the MUB PUB
Doors open at 8:00 P.M.
UNH ID/proof of age required

-

If you can't make it to ·south Boston for the 17th

Make it to the· MUB ,PUB

-#
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S.aE THE COST
OFLIYING.
BLJBAA,J

ASK FOR

~

TRI-CITY SUBARU. INC.

. Clll3t 742-3147

PETER BROOKS

ROUTE. 16
SOMERSWORTH. NH 03878

QUALITY
USED CARS

DURHAM BIKE
1983 Fuji Berkeley $190
1983 Treks Here Now!
3 N.ew 18-spe_ed Touring Models _
1 New Triathalon Racing Bicycle ' with very short wheel base
·
Stop and see all new modelsHours: M-F 9-5 _
_
Savings on all 1982 Bicycles
Sat.
10 4
Sun. 12-4

Frat given Red Cross award
By Julie Hanauer
UNH's Lambda Chi Alpha
fraternity received a special
recognition award from the
NH / VT chapter of the
American Red Cross for
outstanding participation in
blood drives.
For the past two years
Lambda Chi has helped at
blood drives by . donating
blood, manning the canteen,
working with · nurses in the
donor room, setting up the
night before and shuttling the
blood to the blood bank in
Manchester.

.. They really deserve
Lambda Chi has never been
something special. They work able to win either award. They
hard,·· said Jarry Stearns. haven't won the percentage
Durham Red Cross Blood award becuse it's too big. And
Chairperson.
they've missed the award for
The Alumni Organization the greatest number of donors
has developed two awards because Lambda Chi is too
related to the blood drive.
small.
The first is presented to
"She (Jarry Stearns) thought
members of the organization we were doing a good job and
supplying the greatest number should have some recognition,"
of donors.
·
· said David Woznicki,
The second is for the President of Lambda Chi.
organization with the greatest
"We're the only ones to ever
percentage of donors in have gotten a plaque from the
proportion with the number of . Red Cross for a blood drive,"
members.
said Woznicki.

l Rt:K.

-----==-----::

Interested in
Advertising/Sales?
Start your Career now!
Be an ·Advertising Associate ·

Lamda Chi brother David Woznicki accepts a Red Cross award from local chairman Jarry
Stearns. (Carolyn Blackmar photo)

for

The New Hampshire
Applications available now
Room 108 MUB

Young's Restaurant
and Coffee Shop
Main St. - Durham
The variety restaurant ·-

in the seacoast area
serving over 100 breakfast luncheon and dinner items.
This week - March 16th thru March 22nd

"'
We are featuring the following:
Three large blueberry pa-ncakes
butter, syrup - tea/coffee $1.69

1 egg any style
- toast/ coffee or tea $1 .09
Alaskan King Crab
- tomato & cheese melt
served on a Thomas Eng. muffin
& broiled to perfection.
only $2.09

Slop and look at this
dinner value

-

5i.;

Hot Roast Beef Sandwich Dinner - we work
Salad-veg/ only $2. 79
harder for you.
Sta with the inde endent businessman

.

Master Bartenders School of 84 Main Street. N
· will offer a special one-week, daytime course during
the spring break in March Class size will be limited,
so early enrollment is recommended.
Our regular evening courses
will also be run at that time.
For more details on the course,
or how to enroll in it,
write or call in the
evening after 6 pm.

TEL. 659-3718

"Prepare for next summe~s job NOW!"

I
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-Letters
Ski team
To the Editor:
Herc at UN H where our football
and hockcv teams often receive top
billing. I think that it is time to
recognize the champions of what
has been mistakenly labeled a nonspectator sport-- our skiers. In
particular. our cross-country
skiers. In The NeH· Hampshire.a
st_ory entitled "Men skiers finish
fourth" caught my eye. I am glad
that I read the entire story because
several paragraphs down the
author happened to me'ntion that
"UN H sends it's best X-C showing

w

thl· Natio11al:-.. with rour skic,s

4uaJifying." I waited for Friday's
paper in hopes of reading more
about this event. and. learned in the
final paragraphs of another article
that three women skiers also
qualified for the Nationals. Seven
dedicated UN H cross-country
skiers. Jill Gravink. Julie Wolny.
. Jill Sickels. Mike Hussey. Eric
Hastings. Brendon Sullivan. and
Steve Poulin arc at this moment
rcpresenti ng the University of N cw
Hampshire in the NC AA National
Championships in Bozeman.
Montana. To me this event
deserves more than a couple of
paragraphs! It was sad enough last
year when few UN H students
showed up to cheer our skiers on in
the Nationals which were held in
Brctton Woods. New Hampshire-let's not let another year go by
without recognizing these talented
young athletes.
Kristi Bancroft-Eldridge

Drinking age
To the Editor:
Having been born and raised in
a foreign country and spent the last
three years in the U.S., it is with the
greatest amusement that I have
been watching the everlasting
debate over the issue of the
drinking age. I must confess that it
never ceases to surprise me that a
state and a nation which has built
its power and prosperity on
reasoning, logic and wisdom, can
· consider its citizens as being too
young to drink alcoholic
beverages, and yet old enough to
exercise the right, of voting; a right
which requires as high a degree of
maturity and sense of responsibility as few other acts do.
In Greece we don't have a
problem with drinking. Why
should we? Alcohol is not
considered to be any more special
than water or milk. And why
should it be considered as
anything special and tempting,
when its consumption is just as
legal as that of water and milk, at
all ages. Generations of children
growing· up knowing that they can
have wine or beer with their meals
if they want to; except that the
younger ones usually avoid it,
because they find it too awkward
tasting and the older ones only
drink it in moderation to minimize
the inconveniences that excessive
consumptions of liquids can cause.
Teenagers never drink in cars
because they can drink at home or
in the restaurants. When a fruit is
not forbidd~n and you know you .
can have it whenever you want to,
why get sick on it?
There is only one way to solve
America's drinking problem and
this is to eliminate the drinking age
completely. Granted, if teenagers
were, all of a sudden, allowed to
drink freely, they would abuse
thier right. To avoid this, the
drinking age would have to be ·
reduced gradually, year after year
until its total elimination. It would
first be brought down to nineteen.
Why does it really matter if the

,,,.

nineteen-year-olds start getting
drunk to death in public. They
would do it anyway a year later,
,and they are doing it now, hiding in
thier cars or in their rooms. Every
one or two years, the age should
lowered by one year, and in less
than one generation, Americans
will be looking back and laughing
at the present debate. And most of
all, they will have freed themselves
from one of their worst enemies.
George M. Cozonis

be

Carding
To the Editor:
This is a letter of warning and
concern to all the youthful looking
men and women on campus who
are 20 years of age or older. On
Friday, March 4, I went to the
State Liquor Store at the
Portsmouth Traffic Circle to
purchase a few things for the
weekend. I am a 21 year old male
and 1 have a valid New Hampshire
Driver's License: however, at times
I happen to look a few years
younger than I am. When I
purchased my liquor I was carded,
as usual, but this time along with
the carding I was forced into
signing some type of document on
which I had to state my name, date
of birth, place of birth and at which
store 1 was purchasing the liquor
from. I say that I was forced
because the salesperson said that in
order for me to get the
merchandise I had to fill this out,
otherwise "No Sale!" When I
asked if all the people that
purchased liquor here had to fill
those out, she said "no," that it was
only for those who are carded.
By this time I was filled with
embarassment and felt as though I
had done something wrong. I felt
as though I was being treated like a
lying 18 year old trying to "'buy."
The document signing procedure
made me feel like a second class
citizen all because of a youthful
appearance.
I can see the reasoning behind
carding people, but how far is our
state going to go? A valid New
Hampshire license should be
enough. I considered this act by the
state in violation of my personal
rights. It is the legal right of all
people 20 years of age or older to
drink and purchase liquor in this
state, it is a grave misfortune that
those of us who prove our age with
a valid state license would be
treated with this type of mistrust.
So a word of warning has come
to you. The next time you buy
liquor, you may be asked to do
more than just show your
identification in order to exercise
your right.
Michael D. Harrington.

Field experience
To the Editor:
Reading The New Hampshire
prompted me to mention my
feelings toward field experience. I
firmly believe all students should
participate in a field experience.
Schooling can only give you a
general idea as to •what a career
involves.To find out what a career
particularly entails it is essential to
go out and try it. Except for a field
experience there is no method to
obtain a sense of responsibility
required for the job, working
conditions, hours, future job
prospects or any other item that is
considered before embarking upon
a career.
,
l spent this Christmas break
volunteering at the Fairfield
Turnpike Animal Hospital.
Working there gave me an in depth
view of a small animal practice.
With the knowledge l obtained 1
was able to reach my decision as to
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what type of practice I wanted to
pursue. Although 1 enjoyed
working with the small animals, I
realized that l would obtain more
satisfaction working with large
animals. Volunteering also gave
me an opportunity to let the staff
get to know me personally. This
paid off. when after spending time
at the hospital, I was offered a
working postion for this summer.
giving me another opportunity to
obtain information and
experience. Because I was able to
spend time looking into a career
and seeing what it was about, I
could reach a decision as to where l
·want to direct my attention. For
me this field experience proved to
be very valuable in making my
. career choice.
- Field PXJH'rie-nc-P ":iid" in
academics as well. By taking this
opportunity your academic
knowledge is strengthened
considerably. From listening and
participafing you arc unconsciously picking up information that is
repeated in the classroom. Since
the faculty / student ratio in many
undergraduate schools is not
sufficient to enable your teacher to
know you personally it is
important to participate in a field
study where the ratio is much
smaller and the setting informal.
Field studies are also very useful in
obtaining the professional
contacts needed for recommendations, resumes, and character
references required by all graduate
schools and job applications .
It is so easy to participate in a
field experience. You can
participate in the U.N.H. field
experience program, talk to
professors, write and make
contacts to see if any jobs are
available. or if none are available,
volunteer. Most people will readily
accept a willing volunteer who is
interested in learning more about a
field. The only way you can get all
these benefits is to get up and
participate, so if you have not done
so yet, get up and do so today.
Field experience is the best way
to get a feeling for the work
environment. make contacts,
obtain references and receive
recommendations. It gives
yourself confidence, personal
growth and brings more meaning
to your studies by applying what
· you learned in the classroom.
Deborah Collings

SATs
To the Editor:
Thumbing through The New
Hampshire, 1 was intrigued by an
article listed in the Forum "The
SA T's: what do they prove
anyway?" Patricia Crawford wrote
an interesting article dealing with
the futility of the SAT exam.
Crawford's conclusions about the
exam are all valid and I agree with
what she says completely.
However,after reading the article I
felt inclined to point out another
dilemma not mentioned.
According to Crawford's article,
"The SAT measures the extent to
which your reasoning ability and
skills ... have been developed up to
the time you take the test". In other
words the SAT exarp tests mainly
what the student has learned
during his years of schooling. This
varies tremendously when you
take into account the large number
of school systems in the United
States. In order for the SAT exam
to accurately test a students
knowlege all schools would have to
be monitored making sure every
student received the same level of
instruction. John Bormuth makes
the same point in his book On The

Theory Of Achievement Test
Items, "There is no way to
interpret a test score 1f an unknown
proportion of the items test
content is not included in- that

stud ens instruction." Until all the
school · systems are monitored
throughout the United States the
SAT will continue to be an invalid
measure of a students skill giving
university admissions a false image
of that student.
Deborah Collings

'Mr. Average'
To the Editor:
I would like to express how
pleased I was to read Chris
Fauske's Forum article. I'm sure
the article encouraged some
thought.
I would like to take this
opportunity to inform the author
that the article is nothing unique.
During the late Sixties and early
Seventies, I was in the front of the
pack of those ~ho protested being
just numbers in society. I see the
results of my handiwork all
around. Universities register you
bY. ·-s-urnairie; and whe_n:· --YQU
exercise your constitutional r1glit
to vote, you use your full name. If
vou look at your _N.H. driver's
license . •you will find a string of
symbols that are easily
decipherable into your last and
first name, your unique date of
birth, and a digit, that denotes
whether or not there is anyone else
in the State with those specific
characteristics.
After my generation got finished
doing what WE felt was right, the
next took over, and attacked the
lack of privacy allotted to the
·individual in America. Unnecessary records were thrown out of the ·
memory banks of the "big
computer in-the-sky" and we wer:e
"free" at last. But, in order for
Government (in their wisdom), to
coqtinue to function, certain
records (Your driver's license),
needed to be kept. Therefore codes
that computers can easily digest
were re-invented for your
privacy.
I'm not an "average" person in
any of my capacities. As a student,
I carry an above average G.P.A. I
cannot shop where most people
shop for clothes, as I stand 6'5" (in
my socks). The list goes on.
The Chinese philosophers
would tell you that "average" is a
state of mind. If you'd like to just
float along with the tide in our
present society, then "average" is
probabaly an acceptible label for
you. Right now, the "average"
person is having trouble finding a
job. Despite the fact that I haven't
graduated yet I'm sitting on seven
job offers. My major is in Liberal
Arts.
IJ you have decided not to be
"'average," then I welcome you to
the leadership · position that you
rightly deserve. The pay is terrible
for the effort you'll put in, the
recognition you'll get you'll get
only when you make a mistake.
But, you'll be doing something that
Mr. and Ms. "Average" will never
do - following a higher vision.
The joy that is derived from that is
greater than anything on Earth!
Mark R. Hollis
Epping, N. H.

Lottery
To the Editor:
1 feel compelled to respond to
Bob Arsenault, (University
Forum, Friday, March 4), who
voiced his opinions concerning the
housing lottery. I'm not sure
whether your opinions and
suggestions were all in jest, but let's
he_ar from another viewpoint _mme.
First of all. I understand why
most on-campus students are upset
over the new selection system.
Those who have had the security of

dorm housing should beassured in
receiving on-campus housing next
fall. If I were in your position I'd be
feeling the same way. However,
I'm not in your shoes. I transferred
to UNH, and so never had the
opportunity to go through the
exciting room draw process, .let
alone the chance to go through a
lottery. I got phased out of the
system right at the start, being "too
low on the pi;iorily list" to obtain
dorm housing. Having lived offcampus for three years, I can
honestly say it$ been a better
college experience than had I lived
in a dorm with built-in friends,
built-in meal plans, and built-in
rules.
You state more money is
"coming from women," therefore
"tht>ir need~ will

be c:1tered

to

first." It's not a matter of money
and needs, but a matter of empty
rooms in all-male dorms vs. buildups in women's lounges. It's only
common sense which tells
Residential Life td change the setup in order to give those in buildups the same comfortable living
situation you enjoy · over in
Englehardt. After ail, you're
paying the same price.
The article states you are a
freshman living on-campus. What
experience have you had with
apartment searching in this area?
UN H supports some excellent
resources which are here
specifically for commuter
students, including help with
finding an apartment and in
dealing with the responsibilities
off-campus life adds. Approximately 600 new transfer students
come to UNH every year, nearly all
having to live off-campus. If this
area can support 600 new offcampus students a year, I don't feel
an additional 200 will make a big
difference. Judging by the number
of apartments and rooms still
available at mid-semester, there
will be plenty of openings to house
any student who may have to move
off-campus. And Bob, ever hear of
the Kari-Van? Those are the big
blue and white busses you see
around campus. "Cars cost
money," but the Kari-Van costs
les'S.
Your essay includes a quote
from a friend, stating it would be
unrealistic to sign a "Contract" for
a room or apartment for a year,
should the opportunity ever arise
to move back into a dor-m. Well,
Bob, the proper term for such a
contract ·is "lease," and while
signing one means you have a
certain amount of responsibility, it
doesn't necessarily mean you're
stuck with an apartment forever.
There are twelve month leas-es,
nine month leases, semester and
month-to-month leases. There's
also a term, "sublet," which means
someone else could possibly take
over your lease and rental
responsibilities- while · you live
elsewhere. So as you can see, dear
Bob, there are more alternatives
out there than you chose to
explore.
And one parting shot - where
did you get the idea of "free KariVan tickets" for all those kicked
off-campus? If the commuters and
new transfers can cope, I guess you
can, too.
Patti Jones
Dover

Submit letters.

Room 151
MUB
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Editorial
.

.

Is the Women's Center worth it?
Anyone who heard feminist Andrea
Dworkin speak last week knows that she
angered some listeners - a few women, but
especially men. Dworkin slammed men. She
blamed men for pornography and for
prostitution. Men , she inferred, don't have and never had - any respect for women.
After her talk, Dworkin refused to take

speakers? "How long," wrote one student, "'will
the community of UNH have to be inundated
with the minority viewpoints of the Women's
Center? Why should the male students of UN H
help to pay for an organization that seems to
employ so much hatred toward them?"
The question should be asked, especially
during the budget review time if ( as they did

questions

thi~ year) the

from

any

men,

despite

several

requests; that was poor and understandably, it
further upset listeners.
Again, a familiar question, one debated
many times over the past few years, is asked.
Should the Women's Center be funded by a
mandatory student fee, especially to bring such

Wo111cn':,

Ceutc1 a~k.:,

fu1 11101c

Student Activity Fee money.
But the Women's Center deserves its
funding. It was given a position on the Student
Activity Fee Council, and substantial yearly
funding, to prove it could serve students; the
information it provides and programs it

sponsors do help. There's no reason w_hy men
shouldn't help pay for the Women's Center,
although the Center - which says it serves
both men and women - should try harder to
reach out to men.
As for Andrea Dworkin, her talk probably
helped. There's nothing wrong with a speaker
who upsets the audience. Alternative views are
in1.po1 taut, c:,pccia.lly . to an educational
society; to not hear them is a form of
censorship.
The Women's Center should continue to do
what its members think best, even if
controversial. But the Center should also think
about all the students it serves, including men.

Letters
Hampshire is going to be a
••political tool" to further the
public practice of homosexuality
through supererogatory news
reporting. Hopefully. the true
significance of news and it's
To the Editor:
implications will receive greater To the Editor:
It amazes me how the media can , conisderation in the future.
\
This is a rebuttal to the criticism
ultimately decide the issues and
Derrick M. Drohan\ on the "Budmen" lacrosse club by
then determine a level of
four members of the UNH lacrosse
promotion simply through the way
team. It appeared in the March 8
it presents them. In coverage
edition of The New Hampshire.
(March 4 issue) of the Gay Student
Asa memberofthe"Budmen,"1
Organization meeting, The New
would like to clarify a thing or two
Hampshire is communicating
that these four players stated. First
something to the general
of all, Todd Espinoza did
To the Editor:
University public: gays will be
contribute to the UNH Lacrosse
At the hockey game against BU
recognized and they will continue
effort which, in my mind makes
last Friday I had my first
to receive liberal coverage for their
him a member of that team. It was
opportunity since coming to UNH
movement.
not stated, in the original article,
two years ago to hear the school
The question to consider is
that Todd is no longer a member
alma mater. Actually. I couldn't
whether or not the meeting
because of the "Budmen." Todd
hear much of it because of the
reported about constituted reason
was manager last season.
screaming of a number of avid
for the kind of attention The New
Secondly, Todd has created an
UN H "fans". The national anthem
Hampshire granted. Stating the
alternative to the fast paced action
didn't fare that much better. I
facts of a small, insignificant
and dedication of UN H Lacrosse.
commend the performers who
meeting of 11 gay students and .
It is in no way associated with
attempted to do a decent job under
placing them on the front page is
UNH Lacrosse. We have nothing
these conditions.
not what you can call objective
to do with the University at all
· What purpose did these loud
reporting. The point is The New interruptions serve. Was that extra
except that the players attend
Hampshire is allowing itself to be cheer the difference between defeat
UNH. Third, in saying that I was
used to promote the acceptab11tty
not dedicated enough for the UNH
and victory'? Did many folks get a
of this immorality. It's no secret ,
squad, I was stating that I do not
laugh out of it'? Or perhaps the
what the organization's objectives
have the time to tryout and keep
perpetrators thought that it was
are, they were printed in the report
playing until cuts are made. This is
silly to waste a reflective moment
one of which included "to gain
mainly because of my studies. I in
on what opportunities this
access to media and other political
no way meant that I could walk
University and this country afford
tools." Granted. the gay
right out and play. I don't even
them. It could even be that these
organization has its rights to
think I could make the team. That
voices were just a c:-y for attention
congregate but let's leave it at that.
is why i am playing for the
from the likes of a five year old
The New Hampshire can use more
••Bud men." I just want to play
child.
interesting and relevant campus
lacrosse at my own pace.
Such self-serving behavior
news than bestowing the gay group
Ted Strachan
bothers me because it is cheap,
a front page forum.
disrespectful. and low-class. The
Homosexuals need help. not
UN H community deserves better
recognition and acceptance. It can
than that. I could name a number
not become something we look
of other universities where fans
upon as 'to each his own'. It
unquestionably debases our social manage to keep their traps shut
during these times. Sometimes
fabric and. as a reminder to
they even sing along. What To the Editor:
believers, it is totally unglorifying
I would like to comme)lt on the
possible strength could lie in that'?
to God. The Bible clearly tells us in
anonymous
prose entitled:"An
1f most UN H st udcnts don't care
Romans 1:26 and 27 that about how their loud peers
Enchanted Look at Last Year and
homosexuality is dishonorable,
represent them. I question whether Next." As a very heterosexual
unnatural. and a shameless act and
school spirit at UN H is more than female who was put with a lesbian
therefore should not be received
just show. Perhaps this "great" roommate first semester freshman
otherwise by the faithful.
hockey tradition is rather hollow. year, I would like to say that I
Ultimately the only practical issue
Christopher Bauer respect the daring· attempt by the
is whether or not The New
author to express feelings so long
withheld.
I experienced a great deal of
apprehension in the old dorm, but
got to know my roommate a little
bit. When friends found out about
Letters to the Editor for publication in The New Hampshire must
her sexual preferences they reacted
be signed and no longer than t wo pages typed, double spaced.
very negatively. It hurts me to
Letters may be brought to Room 151 in the M U B or mailed to:
think that there are people on a
Editor, The New Hampshire, Room/51,MUB, UNH, Durham, NH
college campus, which should be
03824.

Budmen

Gay students

Hockey fans

one of the most open-minded
places, who reject alternate value
systems so quickly. I do not agree
with the values they have adopted,
but I am at least open-minded
enough to respect the gay
population as living, feeling
human beings.
·
Recognizing the attitudes that
the author of this sensitive prose
has to face, I applaud the effort as
very noble. One should never have
to hide or be ashamed of one's
inner feelings.
Laurel M. M~yhew

Red Cross
To the Editor:
As the Durham Red Cross
begins its 66th year of service for

The New Hampshire
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Forum piece
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UN H students~ faculty. stall. and
residents of Durham. we arc
pleased ·· 10 announce UN H
students again arc takin_g
leadership roles in the annual
membership enrollment campaign
this month .
Members of the Armv and Air
Force ROTC arc inviting residents
of Forest Park to join Durham
Red Cross.
·
Members of Alpha Gamma Rho
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University Fotum
The resul~ of the lottery: three who were 'crunched'
By Gary Hastings

The results are in. No more anxiety.

So the results are in: No more
anxiety. No more calculated
predictions. No more playing the
odds. No more guessing about our
own destinations. For some of us, no
more on-campus ·housing.
The people at Residential Life have
finally made good the threats which
tor weeks now we 've been read mg
a bout in the local papers. We've been
listening to the desperate whispers of
our friends - all those "What if's?"
"What if it happens to me?" Well it did
happen to some two hundred-plus
students here at UNH. With the results
of the infamous housing lottery finally
tabulated, and with the eviction
notices so compassiontely delivered to friends within her dorm, and she is a
their unwanting recipients, the . close friend of her R.A. Next year
anxious days of waiting have evolved Sharon will be a junior, and she had
int,.o an even grander dilemma. While planned to live on campus once again,
Residential Life looked at the as she has for the past two years, with
situation as a lesson in arithmetic ( I her roommate Heidi.
less student - I more room), some of us
Sharon and Heidi met as freshmen
choose to look at the two hundred and at UNH, and have been roommates
twenty-five evictees as people, and and best friends ever since. During the
· past three or four weeks they had
friends.
The following is a personal sketch of asked each other the question "What
three of those unfortunate students ifr many times, always with the same
who, as of March 9, 1983, became resolution - just wait and hope for the
victims of the Residential Life best. The best was not to be. Heidi has
Housing "Crunch."
been spared - this time; but Sharon has
GIBSON, SHARON L. Sopho- been sifted put with the unlucky.
more Math major from Willimantic, Through no fault of their own, Sharon
Connecticut; plans to graduate in and Heidi have been confronted with
1985. - Sharon is a four-semester yet another predicament: Will Heidi
resident of Jessie Doe Hall. After two opt for her dorm room and leave
successful years here at UNH, Sharon Sharon out on her own? Not likely.
maintains a 3.3 cummulative average, But does that mean Heidi must give up
while also playing 4th seed on the her bid for a room on campus? And if
UNH Varsity Tennis team. Sharon is a Heidi tries for a room (by making a
good student who has never abused $100.00 deposit), in hopes that Sharon
her privileges as a dormitory resident, will be allowed in after months on the
nor caused any problems for fellow priority wait list, will these two be
residents or staff members. On the reunited, or will Sharon lose all.
contrary, Sharon has made many priority (as a junior) and be placed

No more calculated predictions. No more

playing the odds. No more guessing about
our own destinations. For some of us,
no more on-campus housing.
arbitrarily where an opening occurs?
Finally, if Sharon's number on the
priority wait list is too low, and Heidi
and Sharon are lucky enough to find
an affordable apartment somewhere in
the area, will Heidi's deposit be
refunded? If I'm not mistaken, Heidi
will be out at least $50.00 (if not the
entire $100.00). These problems have
all been created due to the newly
instituted lottery system. "Lottery"
seems like a strange name for it; at first
glance one thinks of a game, or, at
worst, a crazy way to lose a quick buck
on an unlucky number. But it seems to
me that Sharon and Heidi have lost a
lot more here.
SCHWALB, BEN. Junior
Computer Science major; plans to
graduate in 1984. Ben has lived in
Engelhardt Hall for six semesters, and
during the past two semesters he has
occupied a single on the second floor.
Ben was planning to spend his entire
college career as a resident on
Engelhardt, and although he was
already being evicted from his second
floor single due to Residential Life's
decision to convert Engelhardt into a

UNH should enforce parietals
By Chris Fauske
The University of New Hampshire
has for some time now, as Bill Loeb
conscientiously pointed out during his
life, been sinking into a moral cesspool
from which it will prove increasingly
difficult to extract ourselves.
Surprising as it may seem to many,
the University actually has a parietal
hours clause m. the room and board
contract. Between I a.m. and 7 a.m.
you are meant to be in your own bed,
without the company of a member of
the opposite sex (or the same sex; it all
depends upon your taste). If you must
sleep on someone's floor, then make
sure that that person is of the same sex
as you are ( or the other; it all depends
up on your taste).
Sadly, the University has taken to
not enforcing these regulations. This
has to stop! UNH is supposed to
provide an education to its students,
but how can it do this when five
percent of the student body is living it
up in the arms of somebody else. And
they are unmarried.
It is about time this University got
its act together. There is no reason why
UNH should lead the Granite State
into a state of moral decay comparable

to Massachusetts'. This University
should make its stand, and lead New
Hampshire back into the daylight of
civilzation. The whole of New England

will one day realize its debt to this
University.
Chris Fauske is a co-editor of
University Forum

coed dorm, Ben still would have had
very high priority for a single on the
third floor. But what if Ben's destiny
was ruled by a number's game? Yes,
"What if?"
Ben has been lotteried out, and with
that lottery went all his priority and
any chance for him to return to a
single. In fact, the only way he can
return to on-campus living is if enough
stuclems who have already secured
rooms drop out before next semester.
As a Computer Science major, Ben
had originally chosen Engelhardt as
his home because it is close in
proximity to Kingsbury Hall, where
much of the University's computer
equipment is located. Ben feels that
having easy access. 24 hours a day to
the computer facilities is essential to
his successful college education. As a
dedicated and paying student, should
Ben be denied that right?
DURDAN.JAMES R. Sophomore
Political Science major who intends to
graduate in 1985. Maintains a 3.3
cummulative average after two years
at UNH. Jim is a two year resident of
Engelhardt Hall, and, like Ben, Jim
had lived in a single on the second
floor during this past year. And also
lij(e. ~en, due to the lottery, Jim has
lost his room and all priority for the
chance of regaining another one. Jim
is now just another name on the
waiting list.
· Jim is an active member of the
campus community and is a two-year
member of the campus Judicial Board.
He feels that his position on Jud Board
is strengthened due to the fact that he
lives in a residence hall himself, where
he faces the same problems and
pressures of the students whom he
must pass judgment on. Jim will no
longer enjoy this close relationship
with his fellow students. His two year
membership on Engelhardt's House
Council is another example of this
devotion to dormitory living. This
year Jim was elected by his peers to act
as Engelhardt's Vice President.
Knowing Jim's involvement and
concern for dorm living, one might
even epitomize him as the perfect
dormitory resident. But Jim's
devotion and contributions to
dormitory life has left him without a
place to stay next semester. Jim is
among the more than two hundred
students who are no longer asking
"What if?" but rather, "Where now?"
I'm a junior here at UNH, and
fortunately for me, I slipped by the
lottery - this time. And if things
continue to go my way, I'll be
graduating before the .next deadly
"numbers game" returns to haunt the
UNH campus. But what of Sharon,
Ben, Jim, and the two hundred other
students who got the shaft this time?
And how many will it be next year?
And the year after?
One can only hope for the best, but
let me conclude by asking a few
. important questions. What if
Residential Life had had tho- foresight
and presence of mind to predict this
overcrowding problem earlier?" What
if the University of New Hampshire
had gradually decreased the number of
incoming freshmen during the past few
years to compensate for the lack of
available rooms? Wha t if this damned
lottery could have . been totally
avoided? Indeed, What if?
The author is a lucky junior
Computer Science major who made it
through the lottery .

~
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-THE FUTILITY OF PROTEST
A talk exploring the effects of
an attitude of protest.
• -Positions Availal>le:
sununcr school R,\'s
I i 11 c n c I c r ks
rece1>t i<>Il is ts
general laborers
clerical w<>rkcrs

By
TOM STARRS and ADRIENNE
PRYOR
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• Full & Part - t i111c

• Wo1 k Study & I lourly
• Free

I-lousing

Thursday
. March 17th at 7:30 pm
.Horton SSC room 307

• 1\pply:
.
Residential ljfc/Pcttcc llousc

• lly 1\pri I I , 198~1

SOCIETY

FOR WHOLISTIC
LIVING

ST. PATRI8KS DAY
4t
PAR1Y
Go with Tradition!!!
Open 6:00 a.m.

-50¢ drafts 6:'0 0-7 :00 a.m.
-Happy Hour 3:00-7:00. p.m.
- Breakfast Special - green eggs & ham
bagels wjth green cream cheese
- Drink special all day long
-Prizes, contest, fun! ·

CATNIP PUB

--------------------------------------------------·-
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Arts & Feature·s
Rubber Rodeo gives a big yodel at the Stone Church
conventional rock types.
Even the covers they played
took on a special Rubber rodeo
personality. :•The Good, The
Bad, and ·The Ugly" started
slow with a synthesized western
whistle, but picked up the pace
midway, moving away from the
original to become their own ·
song.
Their most popular original,
"How The West Was Won",
_came early in the first set, a
daring move when most of the
violin, electric mandolin, pedal
steel guitar, synthesizer, and other material was unfamiliar
farfisa organ, instuments not to the audience. The band even
usually found together. From played three songs for the first
the speakers came a sound that time, with very favorable
was far newer than country, reactions from the crowd and
and more heart-felt than new on the dance floor.
A song called "Heart of a
wave.
The band's second song, an Playboy", was sung by the
upbeat, modernized rendition drummer dressed as a priest. •• I
of the country classic am a man," he crooned, "And I
"Tumblin' Tumbleweeds" gave have great desire." The song
an example of what the started as a slow , waltzy tune
audience of 130 at the Stone but picked up with the addition
Church Friday could expect of synthesized drums. Finally it
the rest of the night, innovative bacame their fastest and
loudest song when Barclay
music and\ a good show.
Rubber Rodeo played two went back to his drums.
"House of Pain", a sweet,
hours of original, refreshed
country music that had tinges slow song with a pedal .steel
of both Roxy Music and Devo. guitar hook, built up and then ·
The band from Providence, exploded with Bob Holmes'
vocals. He fell to his knees for a
R.I. comes as a package
guitar solo.
including an active stag~ show,
A new song to be released on
western outfits, comedy · and
western theme found consis- an EP, "She Had To "Go", is.a
tently through each song. The fast-paced dance song wtih Bob
Holmes on violin.
package sold well.
Bob Holmes called the
A pedal steel guitar palyed
Newmarket, N.H. audience
by "Easy" Mark Tomeo gave
their songs a whiney, emotive '"North Woods cowboys" and
texture found in country music. often overdid his cowboy act
Synthesizers played by Gary . but his enthusiasm was
·Leib filled the gaps and had the contagious.
Bob's brother, drummer
ability to replace any of the
Barclay Holmes, took center
instruments.
Add to this e.ither guitar, mike at one point in the show
violin or electric mandolin and preached in the sourthern
played by Bob Holmes and the evangelical tone used to raise
music can range from real church .money on telev~ion.
··Buy the Rubber Rodeo
hoedown yeeha tunes to slower
sweet songs to more record," he said in a hig~
By John Ouellette
Five men were dressed in
black western garb, except one
who wore a priest's black shirt
complete with a Roman collar.
A woman wore a black squaredancing outfit and looked like a
short and far less chesty version
of Dolly Parton. All six took
the stage and began the
instrumental "Theme From
Rubber Rodeo."
Also on the stage were a

1

emotional voice backed up by
an organ. ~'Five dollars. It's ·
cheap, cheap, cheap."
Arms Akimbo opened the
Stone Church show for Rubber
Rodeo with straight forward
_pop that had influences ranging
from the Mamas and the Papas
and the Velvet Underground to
Elvis Costello and the Talking
Heads.
The five·-piece band included
guitars, bass, keyboards,
occassional

tambourine

except the drummer. The band
was constantly in motion,
whether to the music or
between songs to switch
instruments.
The active stage show and
unique innovative music got
the entire Stone Church
involved in the activity. Greg
Kendall, looking like a blond
Elvis Costello and usually
found with a guitar, reached
over to a table and stole a

c:111u

~wallow uf bcc1. The lJdw...l hdU

drums but no musician could
be · attatched to any specific
instrument or microphone,

a hard time containing
themselves on the stage. They
were having fun.

The band touched on politics
with a few songs including
"Bully Up", a song about
American foriegn policy with a
strong pop guitar hook. Other
bright original songs included
"Criticize" with a touch of
reggae, and an infectuous song
called "Awesome Vien."
Clean, clear guitars,
enthusiasm, and catchy
original music make Arms
Akimbo a Boston band to
watch.

-

i
I

Gary Leib, "Easy" Mark Tomeo, and Bob Holmes (left to right) with Barclay Holmes on drums
yodeled to Stone Church fans Frida . John Gold photo)

The opportunity of a semester
Write Features

Rubber Rodeo plans to ride to the top
By John Ouellette
Rubber Rodeo got their
name from "stretching the
boundaries of country music,"
according to pedal steel
gu1tar1~t: ..'Easy''Mark T?meo. __
vve re a career-oriented"
band, he said in the "medium
time" between local and
national success.
"We think about money,"
said Gary Leib, synthesizer-wiz
for the band . ·•we work our
butts off. We worry about
money. We're just like anybody
else."
The band, however, isn't just
like any other New England
band. In fact, they are hard to ·
compare to other bands
because there isn't anybody else
doing what they do.
Rubber Rodeo uses art,
humor, and the cowboy myth
of the old west to mix
established-country· music with
breaking technology and
comes up with an act that is
interesting and truly original.
In two and one-half years,
Rubber Rodeo, a Providence
sextet that brings a Devo and

Gene Autrey style together, has
put out a single, a six-song EP
and a video.
Soon to embark on a tour of
clubs in the South and release a
three song EP, they also hope
to get a national label recording
contract.
"T}:lere are things in the
works," said drummer Barclay
Holmes. "Our manager was in
New York all week shopping
around; bringing our tapes to
-record companies."
Rubber Rodeo's individuality hasn't always helped them.
"People aren-'t sure wher~
we're coming from," said
Barclay Holmes.
"We usually get what we call
the 'head-scratch-slack-jaw
reaction,'" added Tomeo. "We
don't hate. We don't spit. We
don't shave our heads. We're a
band with a sense of humor and
that's not fashionable right
now."
However, their EP was
fashionable enough to get
airplay on 128 radio stations
across the country. Their act is
also fashionable enough to

I

open for the Stray Cats and
Lene Lovich. Marshall
Crenshaw opened for them
once. And, Siouxsee Banshee
and the Talking Heads come to
see them play in New York
Clubs, according to Leib.
"Rich people like us," he
joked. "People who look rich
and people who wanna' be rich
come to see us. Rich pr~tty
girlfriends of DJ's get our
music played."
"We hope to have our video
on MTV,"he added. "Only rich
people have MTV."
Bob Holmes, founder of the
band and writer of most of thier
material, doesn't write rich
songs, but realistic songs with a
human touch.
"Bob sees the ·other side of
the western myth," Tomeo
said. "They (the American
cowboy) have to empty the cat
litter too."
Bob and Barclay Holmes are
from Ohio, near Akron, the
home of Devo.
·Four of the band members
graduated from the Rhode
Island School of Design,

Rubber Rodeo rounded up about 130 people at the Stone (;burch
last Friday night.(John Gold photo)
accounting for the costumes, roadhouses in- and around
EP covers and video artwork.
Nashville.
Tomeo, the newest addition
Together, they cr~~te what
EO
18
to Rubber Rodeo, got his
training through playing
ROD
, page

,1I
I
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Blues Complex and 3-D played the MUB Pub Saturday
By Booker C. Bense
The Blues Complex, is like a
seven-foot tall high school
basketball player. They play
pretty well and they have a lot
of potential, but they need alot
of work to play with the pros.
They played to a small crowd
in the MU B Saturday night,
along with 3-D, a new wave
band. Blues complex plays a
·selection of highly danceable
rhythm and blues songs. Chris
Hart, the lead guitar player
said, "We played for
enjoyment, both for ourselves
and the audience."
The audience jumped and
twisted to such songs as Chuck

Berry's "Reelin and Rockin"
and Little Richard's "Long Tall
Sally. "They also played several
original ·songs; the most
memorable of which was "I
may die tomorrow, but I've got
a case of beer tonight."
Unfortunately, George
Sturgio, lead singer and bass
player, sounded like he had a
mouth full of oatmeal. Blues
Complex made the mistake of
many beginning bands going
for sheer volume instead of
clarity. The rhythm guitar of
Mad Dog Johnson and James
Forman's drums boomed
through the MU B. This made
for great dancing, but it would

- RODEO-

Coot and Ethel Wish

( continued from page 17)
Leib, who claims to drink three
bottles of Peppermint
Schnapps and massage himself
before each show, calls
"country music with a spaceage twist."
·

everybody a darn
good vacation,
by G(Jrry

"We use computer rhythms,"
he said.

be nice to hear the words
sometime.
3-D played a set of original
new wave songs that went
unappreciated by the crowd.
The power trio of Shaun
Simpson on guitar, Kevin
Collins on bass, and Mitch
Larochelle on drums banged
out one song after another. The
best song of the set was "World
War 2½" about the Falkland
Islands war. They are a
competent band and deserved
a less hostile audience, but
what are they doing in N.H.
playing political new wave?

Chris Hart of Blues Complex at~empting unnatural acts with

Although the music is mixed
with 70's and 80's technology,
Tomeo stressed that it still has
"heart-felt, hard-paying
country tang."
"We play our own kind of
country rock," Leib said.

his guitar. (Jim Millard photo)

You are invited to
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:

between the Boston area and 13'.ortland

We Bake Our Own!

•

:

Bagels Baked _F resh ·Daily

•

Servin~ 7a.m. - 11 :30a.m.

:

••

Your choice of Bagel and cream cheese
with a cup of coffee 75¢

salt

: · poppy

•

Grand opening breakfast special •
that can't be beat
:

•

onion

plain

•

sesame

garlic

We specialize in cream cheese spreads

:

.

•
•

•
•
•

Try our 'Reuben in the Round' - Delicious
corned beef, topp~d with sauerkraut, our special
sauce, and covered with melted imported swiss
cheese

cm_npmon
ra1s1n

whole

wheat
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EVERYTHING'S BETTER ON A BAGEL!
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•
•
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• · \.

Open till 9:30 pm Sun : Thurs. and 2:00 am Fri. - Sat.
·(closing earlier during spring break)
Durham Shopping Center 868-1424 (next to the Uppercut)
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Try an Original Durham Bagel!

• BRING A BAKER'S DOZEN HOME
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•

:
:
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Cream Cheese with Chives
Cream Cheese with Olives
Veggie Spread
Waln-ut-Raisin Spread
Lox Spread

•
•
•

•

all served on your choice of 8 kinds of bagels:

•

:
•

:

:
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blackboard for daily specials.
Sweet tooths take heart I! Homemade desserts - cakes,
cookies, etc.
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--~--CANOES· ---(continued from page 2)
This year ASCE received
Programming Fund Organization money to help with the
cost, and according to
Castellone the funds will be
used "exclusively for building."
The club also plans to raise
money by selling T-shirts and
holding a raffle in the MU B.
Castellone said Saturday
workshops are open to anyone
who wants to come to see what
is going on. "A few people have
shown up for the tour," he said
but, "participation has been a
problem."

American
Cancer

Society

"There's only so many novel
things you cando,"said Henry.
"The race has been around for
IO years and it's losing its
novelty, so now the only people
who go to the race are those
who are racing."
Bob Hamilton, a senior who
participated in the race last
year said, "I saw one (canoe)
that didn't make it through the
falls." Hamilton is working one
the construction of the boats
this year.
Last year over half the boats

the

entering finished. Of the three
UNH boats, two finished and
the third sank.
The concrete mix has to be
tested for strength before the
race, it is about one sixth the
weight of normal concrete,
according to Hamilton.
One of the boats weighs
about 200 pounds. Henry said
when the races started in 1971,
the boats they raced weighed
up to 550 pounds.
"Now, they're as light as 140
pounds," said Henry.

Assistant
Business Manager ._
This is a paid position and will lead
to the Business Manager position for
g3 ... g4
Applications available in the Student Senate
Office. Deadline, March 17 5:00

862-9294

presents

THE LONG NOTE

Safe, convenient and eff~tive.
Shaklee Slim Plan.

MIii

The Student Senate is
accepting
ayplications for

mubpub

The 100% solution
to weight loss.
The nation's leading manufacturer of nutritional products
gives you a new way to get
100%ofthequalitynutritionyou
need while you lose weight
safely, simply and deliciously.
The Shaklee Slim Plan. Clinically tested in real-I ife situations.
It's proven to work for people
just like you.
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Real Irish Music
Wear Your Kelly Green ·

DanBillin
868-1095

- The

Shaklee Independent
distributor logo 1s a
registered serv1cemark of
Shaklee Corporation.

Doors open at 8:00

UNH and Proper ID Required

The New ·Hampshire
is now accepting ~pplications for the fallowing
positions:
Editor
News Editor (2)
Managing rEd~tor

Sports Editor
Features Editor ,
Photo Edito"r
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Renovations in dining services include new carpeting in
Huddleston Hall, new ovens, a
$90,000 dishwashing machine
for Philbrook Hall, and a
$65,000 sewer system which
will serve the area around
Huddleston Hall.
The senate approved the
Memorial Union fee of $50,
which is the same as this year.
This fee is used to over costs
in operating the student union,
according to Andy Bauer,
chairman of the Financial
Affairs and Administration
committee.
Renovations 1n the
Memorial Union Building
include a new 16 millimeter
. movie projector and ten new
tables for the Grafton room.
The stude'nt services fee will

0
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15 F-1• stage role
16 Greek goddess of
agrfcultuN!
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rise by 14 percent to $20 next
year.
This increase will cover the
cost of a secretary for the
handicapped student services,
support for the Training and
Academic Skills center
(TASK), and the Pulse project.
The Pulse project provides
statistical information to
student organizations through
telephone surveys. The project
began this year.
The student service fee also
supports the commuter
transfer center, nontraditional
student programs, women's
programs in addition to the
programs the women's center
provides, and additional
support for the Counseling and
Testing center, and Career
Planning and Placement.
The student services fee was
tabled.
The student senate tabled the
health fee. This is . expected to
rise by 56 percent to $ I06 per
year.
Health services was directed
to become self supporting by
the Governors Management
Review report, and will lose
$294,000 in university general
funds next year.
The senate approved the
Student Activity Fee (SAF).
This fee will decrease by four
percent to $39.50 per year. It
supports all recognized student
organizations.
A bill proposing ~•Increased
availability of telephone
services in all residence halls,"
and discount toll calling for
students was tabled.
This bill would include
student telephones in the
proposed renovations of the
university telephone system,
according to chairperson
Bauer.
Presently the university is
accepting bids for a new phone
system which would upgrade
the administrative system .
.. It will increase efficiency
and co'st effectiveness," said
Ted Ames, manager of the
Telecommunications department.
The university presently
receives a 45 _percent discount
on telephone calls by using
inexpensive WATTS lines.
If the proposal is accepted by
the Senate and Board of
Trustees, the University would
sell the use of these lines to the
students. •This would give
students a 15 percent discount
on toll calls.
.. It is being done in other
universities," Ames said. The
proposal would also involve
the wiring of all dorm rooms
for telephones. Ames did not
know how much this would
cost.
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Service.
"Within each oudget there
are various concerns," said
Booska. "The teaching budget
faces the same reductions as the
rest of the University," since it
receives money from the
general fund account.
There are Congressional
appropriations for the
Cooperative Extension Service
and agricultural experiments.
"If you don't match it; you.
don't get it," Booska -said.
Benjamin Weddle, assistant
director of the Cooperative
Extension Service, an outreach
program anhe University, s~id
it got •'hit twice, with this year's
4 percent state cut.
Since the Cooperative
Extension Service gets federal,
state and county funds the

budget goes through along with
the state recommendations~ we
would be hard pr~ssed,"
Weddles said.
If the cuts continue for .
another. year, Weddle said his
department, like all others
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C1/STOM .T-SHIRT ·PRINTING

would be really hurt:
"We've had to hold positions
open and curtail our out of '
state travel," said Weddle. ·
"~hat's going to hurt, along
with cuts in supplies and
equipment."

B,usinesses. clubs. organi,.ations ·
C

•

•

•

••

•

Hats,' totes. golf shirts. swe.ttshirts
' Many styles· available
.··. -"N°- ordet lo'> small .

·N:. ff. PRlNTW_ORKS
.

JI JI Lafayette Road
Portsmouth. ·

.

PETER

C'. GREIDER
. 603-43 1-8.l I9

N.H. 03801

Come Try _Some
Green Lemonade

St. Patrick's Day Dance

'FINDING ·A JOB

county had lo rescend the four

Learn how to find the hidden job
market

percent also.
''Four percent at this time of
year means you have to save 10
percent until the end of the
·year," said Weddle.
"If President Reagan's

Tuesday, March 15
6:00 - 7:30 PM
Hillsborough-Sullivan Room

lPildtrniss Crails

D.J. - Refreshments
Tickets $2.00 or $1.00
if you wear green

M·a rch 17th .·

Program Sponsored by
Career Planning & Placement Service

Pettee Brook Lane
_
· Durham. New Hampshire 03824

Catholic Student Center
on Madbury Road

half price if ad is brought to the door

Time: 8-12

ti

Sponsored by Catholic Student Organization

Lambda Chi Alpha Presents:

ANTI-HAZING LECTURE
with
Mrs. Eileen Stevens

40o/o OFF

ALL SKI EQUIPMENT

founder of C.H.U.C.K.
(Committee to Halt Useless College Killings)

CROSS COUNTRY
SKI PACKAGE
.869.50

Regular $139.00

40o/o OFF_
SKI PARKAS
'

-

We are selling our complete cross country rental
stock!
$49.00 Complete Package
( skis, hoots, poles, bindings)

t

lfj'f!~ lriJi/5

_,,.

_,_,.,
SM

Sun

9 S 30
9-S
11-S

Ever since she lost her son, Chuck, in a tragic hazing incident, Mrs. Stevens
has logged thousands of miles and visited sco~~s of college ca1:1puses i~ an
effort to bring the realitie~ of the danger ofhazmg to the pubhc s attentw~.

Wednesday March 30th
8:30 Strafford Room MUB
OPEN TO ALL STUDENTS

. I

. .
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CLASSIFIED··
w_anted_l[lll

-H-elp

Help Wanted : " Positions now available at
Pease Air Force Base through May ·and
possibly for summer months in
accounting, contracting and Forestry
management. Students must be approved
for financial aid. Call Andrea St. Hilaire for
interview. 430-2230."
Work / study tutor' counselor jobs
available through upward bound from
- June 17th to Aug 10th. Live-in position.
Deadline for applying is April 8th. Contact
Dan Cassidy at Robinson House. 8621562.
Cruise Ship Jobs: Great income potential,
all occupations. For information call :
(602) 837-3401 , ext. 990.
Summer Help: Ogunquit Me. Hotel needs
chambermaids and asst . managers.
Salary, tips , room. Write with dates
available and experience to Box 555, York
Harbor, Me. 03911. Or Call (207) 3636566.
Interested in business? Are you a
Freshman or Sophomore? Apply now to
become the next asst Business Manager
of The New Hampshire. For more
information or an application come to The
New Hampshire Business and
Advertising Office (Room 108 in the

[SJ

1.----Lo_s_t_a_n_d_F_ound
___,

LOST LOST LOST - A brown down vest
jacket Saturday night at Lambda Chi
Alpha - I had many id 's in thepockeyfrom
Canada. Please return it or at least the
Id 's. No questions asked. Thank-you . Call
Phyllis or Lori 862- 1838 or drop it off at 25
Madbury Road to us.

MUB .)
Cruise Ship Jobs : S 14-28,000. Carribean,
Hawaii, world. Call for guide, directory.
Newsletter. 1-916-722- 1111 .
If you are looking for something unique
we offer what is probably the finest part
time position in America, possibly leading
to a full time professional position. We
provide complete training you supply
enthusiasm, bonesty and a willingness to
learn. Call Mike on Thurs . or Fr iday
afternoon between 12:00-4:00 at 4363822.
Cruise Ship Jobs: Great income potential,
all occupations. For information call :
(602) 837-3401, ext. 990.

Apartments for Rent

_Personal_•---..Jllll
Eric & Keo & John - Go with the flow and
row 'til you blow! (or something like thatlAnyway have a good .llactiona! Eric watch out for those oranges! Ken - you
load. John - you brighten up my rainy Fri
nights with R2 or is it anti-freeze I Have a
good day. Love Cin
Manthra-Yoga / vegetarian cooking in the
style of South India . Will be
taught / classes free. Ranga 926-4156
evenings.
Rape and sexual assault victims and
support group sponsored by Counseling
and Testing Center. Ongoing weekly
support group for victims of rape and
sexual asault to share feelings and
common concerns. Thursdays, Schofield
House. 1-2 p.m. For more information,
contact Ellen Becker 862-2090.

~

'·•·

Housing : In Dover convenient to Kari Van.
1 four bedroom, den, living room. kitchen.
and bath, $635 per month . 1 three
bedroom. living room, kitchen and bath,
$480 per month. Utilities included. Lease
required, no pets . Call 742- 7908 between
7 & 9 P.M .
"OUTRAGEOUS STUDIO IN DURHAM"
Have to see it to believe it. Summer
sublet. Perfect for the "serious " summer
student. Close to campus . Quiet. Modern
appliances and bathroom. Call Dave at
- 868-2056.
Durham- Large Studio Apartment
overlooking brook. Walk to campus. No
pets. Quiet . Non-smoker(s). Available
March 27 for summer only or summer
through school year. $225 / month JuneAugust. $300/month Sept-May Call 8685987.
Rooms for rent available immediately.
One room for $150, the other for $175.
Includes all utilities. frig, sink. toaster
oven. Private entrance - 2 miles from
campus on Kari-Van Route . Call Clarke
Bartd 868-5921 .

Services: Tennis and racquetball raquet
stringing- a wide selection of strings
available. All work guaranteed. Call Dave
at 2-1612 or 868-9792.
Carol's Secretarial Service- typing of
thesis, reports . manuscripts, etc .
Reasonable rates - will pick up and deliver
for slight charge. Call (207) 439-4141
anytime.

Lisa R. - Missed you this past weekend.
Too bad you missed our party. Have a good
break and mend your ankle. Love, Carol
'l'/11•
l/111111111/,ir,• invites all its
members to a St. Patty's Day bash at
Maggie's house. You know, the bad news
editor and even worse person. Details in
the office.

.,·,.,r

Attention Men interested in being
stuntmen for th_
e UNH Cheerleading
squad!! There will be an organizational
meeting in the Fieldhouse lobby on
Thursday, March 31, 1983, from 5:307:00 p.m . If you are interested in
supporting Wildcat athletes, please
attend. Great opportunity is involved!
Cin-Cin - Thanks for being a "co-hostess"
for our party. Couldn't of done it without
you. Enjoy your breadk in the sun and I
really hope you have a good time. Will be
anzious to see you after break. Love, Carol
Eric K. - Thanks for D.J .-ing for us Sat . It
really _took a hassle off our backs. Hope
you enjoyed it. Thanks, Carol & Patty
Do you know what the UNH Job Board can
do for you? It is designed to help students
connect with part-time, temporary and
seasonal jobs. Check out t.he job listings
that are posted daily. Job Board is located
. in the MUB.
S & M- What makes you think I'm looking
at your table? Now that would be torture.
Michelle.

" Paint i ng- wall covering- former
contractor needs money for grad schoolimpeccable work, low rates. Call Steve at
868-2498.
Ride needed to Atlanta Ga. over Spring
Break. Call Lauren at 862-2432. After
11 :OQ PM best or leave a message, room
404.
Riders needed to Florida over Spring
Break. Share gas and driving. Call Mark
room 213 868-9813 or Becky 868-7093.
leaving Friday.
Riders needed to Daytona Beach area for
Spring Break, share driving and
expenses, leaving March 18, call Earl at
659-~ 135 or Jeff at 742-0175 early
evenings best but keep trying. ·

J:•~,:- ,~;
For Sale: 19" Quasar Color T.V. Good
picture although needs some work. Best
offer or first $60 takes it. Call 868-2269.
For Sale: Meriton Stereo system with
AM / FM radio in good condition- asking
$100 but willing to negotiate. My name is
Janet. (868-9832) Babcock.
For So-1: Used only 1 semester. Adm 5
computer dumb terminal w/modem. Can
easily access UNH. Dec-10 with a phone.
$500. Call 868- 7052. Ask for Ron or
Craig.
Honda Civic Wagon. Automatic. radio.
new radial tires and brakes. S3900. Call
692-5066.

Peugeot Super Comp., Reynolds 531 ,
Chrome Fork, Campy S.R. and record
Deraileurs and pedals. Sew-ups and two
sets of Leus Alloy racing gears. Mint cond.
23" frame . $500. Call 868-1440 ask for
Dave.
71 Volvo 242 fuel injec;tion, 4 speed with
overdr ive , leather inter ior , stereo
cassette , Michelin tires, very good
condition . $1 200. Call Douglas DePorter
at (207) 363-6693.
1973 VW Karmann Ghia - 103,000 miles,
AM radio, recently painted. Runs well and
reliably . Original owner. $950 or best
offer . Call 692-2411 (leave a message
and I'll call back.)
Wet Suit- Woman's size medium ¼"
Parkway wet suit pants and jacket.
Orange and black. In excellent condition;
used only a few times. $135 or best offer,
including a hooded vest. Call 692 -1554
(leave a message and I'll call back.)

Ed - Hang in there. Vactaion is almost
~ere, so you ' ll get a chance to relaz. Enjoy
1t as much as possible. Even if you don 't
think so, I will miss you . Take care. love,
Carol
Sna-Sna and Li-Li - Have a great vacation.
We'll be thinking of you while sitting on
the be~ch in the bright sunshine, burning
to a crisp! Have a good one. I'll miss you
both! Love, Cin-Cin
Lisa and Jen, I'm so psyched it's only 3
days awayll Get ready for one WILD and
unforgetable vacation . "Site " seeing on
the beaches of San Diego" Surfin
California style! Love Jude
'l'/11• .\",,,r 1/111111111l,ir,• invites all its
members to a St. Patty's Day bash at
Maggie's house. You know, the bad news
editor and even worse person. Details in
the office.
The Guard
Look for the LUCKY LITTLE LEPRECHAUN
or t~e Jolly Green Giant, on Thursday, St.
Patricks Day. They have something
special for YOU .?
Cinbo. Thank you for an excellent year.
You have made this year the best one for
me. Good luck in Dartmouth and have an
excellent time in Florida. M & M .

·r,,,• .,·,.,r 1/111111,.~hir,• cordially invites its

members and friends to a St. Patties Day
Bash at Maggie 's house. You know the
Bad News Editor and an even worse
person. Details in the office. Ed may even
show up.
CJA - You 're something else!! Well today
is the day. I bet you 're e xcited. Well
hopefully I'll see you in St. Pete.
Remember, its up to Mike. These late
nights are becoming habit forming ...! hate
to break habits. Love YDF.
To the guys at 2 0 D.- Are you guys alive? I
haven't heard from you four in such a long
time. Word has it your heading south for
vacation. Can I go? You know how I like to
head south every now and then. I bet I can
be real good company for the long trip.
Carol and Patty like to have lots of parties
in their room sQJhey can get thrown off
campus next semester.
'rlw
11,,,,,,,,.1,ir,• cordially invites its
members and friends to a St. Patties Day
Bash at Maggie 's house. You know the
Bad News Editor and an even worse
person. Details in the office. Ed may even
show up.
l.aro1 i-- we11 l.aro1, now ao you 11Ke
talking to all of us on the phone at the
same time? I bet it was even better than
the deodorant party you threw. I hope you
had a fun weekend . Where have I heard
that before? Well I only have one more
paper left after this one.You may want to
get a copy of my last issue. There may be a
surprise for you and all your friends there
on the floor. What was that saying of
yours Nance about you guys? I forget. -D

.,·,,II'

Ann B the graphics person- Why are you
so crazy? You were a lot quieter when you
worked the other job. A concerned M .E.
'1'111• ., ·,.,,. ll1111111:<l1it1• cordially invites its
members and friends to a St. Patties Day
Bash at Maggie 's house. You know the
Bad- News Editor and an even worse
person. Details in the office. Ed may even
be there.
Daaaave.
Hey there Jen, we are going to have a wild
time in NYC. I really appreciate you
putting Cathy and I up for the weekend .
But this week, we will have to get in touch
with each other to smooth out final plans.
Sound good? Talk to you soon, Hooper.
Residential Life is lower than the lowest
scum at the bottom of the ocean!!!!!!
Babs, Beth, and Maryann- We were tired
of hearing your B & M'ing so we sent you
a personal. I hope your organogut exam
went well. Bri & Susie.
Dearest Sweet Sister. Anne H.-Thisisthe
last paper you will receive until after April
1st. · We have March Break(it's about
time) and we are all going away. I am
going to New York City again to .work at
Cosmo. I'll try and pick up April's issue if
they have published it by Mon. 21st. Bye
for now, Jane
To Mom & Dad Hoover-I should be home
to get the car by the time you receive this
personal. Hope you don't mind. What
else am I suppose to do, WALK?? Well
dad, if you let me borrow your car, I will
make you some of Anne's oatmeal
cookies and leave you a supply when I
return to school. How does that sound?
Can I borrow your car Now? Your loving
daughter, Jane.
Hey .Senior Communication Majors- You
haven't graduated yet. We .need you at a
meeting for all comm . majors - Tues.
3 / 15 at 6:30 in the Hennessey Theater.
PCAC. Don 't forget to get your Inter
Comm.
KFRED & GENTS- To the- Wild men of
Acacia! You guys are great. Seance
tonight or what? How about 11 : 11 (I
thought that sounded good) Will you
beam me up Scottie or have one more
game of Crazy B's ... do you think you can
win this one KFRED? Another talk till 5
o'clock gents? Only if it snows though.
Maybe the bolt of knowledge could help
you , but don't forget the fluid of life. Love
ya the Stokeites.
Peter A : Someone is giving you good
advise. You guys are something else
toQether .
Get your priorities straight. Blow off those
exams on Friday and come to a St . Patty's
Day "Green " Bash at 27 Young Drive
(Maggie's House) at 9 :00 p.m . this
Thursday. Sponsored by B.P. himself.
Hey Deb- That sound like fun, let's go.
Love KBASHER$ : Thanks for giving it your all. It
was a great season. Also thanks Basher
fans. Now what about Hall Hockey? Coach.
Riders wanted to Cleveland Ohio- any
weekend and Spring Break. Share exp.
Please write P.O. Box 418, Ogunquit,
Maine 03907 or phone (207) 646-9556 78 A.M . Reserve now.
'1'l11• .\"1•11· ll111111111l,ir,• invites all its
members to a St. Patty's Day bash at
Maggie's house. You know, the bad news
editor and even worse person. Details in
the office.

Applications for a $100 scholarship in
memory of Bruce Johnson are now being
accepted. The scholarship is open to all
members of the Lambda Chi Alpha
fraternity and their families who are
currently attending UNH . A financial aid
form must be on file at the Financial Aid
Office and be in no later than 3 / 18.
Appl ications available at Lambda Chi, 10
Madbury Rd .
.
ODE TO XAVIER & BILL: It's somewhat
your minds, but mostly your beh inds that
we admire. Sexist we are not. but we
know that you are hot- Oh, what a
quagmire! We hoped that you might, just
for one night. sate our desire- Our hearts
are on fire! Please respond, we 'll watchs
the papers with eagerness (we love your
articles S & M).
·
There will be a meeting for a present and
perspective Communication Majors on
Tue . March 15 at 6:30 in the Hennessey
Theater . Faculty, lnterComm, and coffee
will be there . You should too!
Schmotly- It's been awhile huh? Thought
I'd say thanks to my bestest "scoop " for
the most incredible " almost " 15 months!
You ' re a very special person in my life. I
IOV t you- Ll~d. ~- ~- Gtl redUy Ot f l ll UUdhere we come.
Kathy (Deb) - keep Cindy in line. Isa th is
your 1st big vacation? Don 't get too rowdy
in Fla. Will miss you . Who's gonna " marry
me off" while you 're gone : Enjoy yourself .
Love. Carol
1/111111,.• hir,• invites all its
members to a St. Patty 's Day bash at
Maggie 's house. You know, the bad news
editor and even worse person. Details in
the office.

n,,. .\",,,,.

Cindy Tirell- We hope your 20th birthday
is as special and wonderful for you as you
are and always will be to us! Happy 20th .
Love ya lots- Lisa & Michelle. P.S. Look
out Nick's here she comes!
Party Hardy- Thursday night at The St .
Patty 's Day " Green " Bash of the year.
This is going to be a good one folks.
Thursday at 9 :00, 27 Young Drive.
Sponsored by Mr. William Pitts. President
of The New Hampshire Press Club.
Jimmy (Vinnie) V. - This is the closest I
could come to a letter this week . Sorry.
Glad you were in such a good mood Sat.
See you over break. Love, Friends-Carol
Cindy, Happy 20th Birthday! Hope it's
your best birthday yet! I hope you enjoyed
the New England Center surprise. I'm
looklng forward to surprising you for
many years to come. You are the best!
Forever yours . Dave.
The Guard
Snatch - I think you should spend your
break in the "real" Manchester. You can
have my bed and snoopy too! Besides.
there 's a guy down there who I'm sure
you 're gonna marry!! Love. Kathy
Cindy - Today 's the day! Florida here we
come. Ten days in paradise and then a
weekend at home with a few " close "
friends. I hope every spring break is like
this! Next year we'll have to our do
ourselves! love, Kathy
'1'111• , ·,.,,. 11,,,,,,,,.1,;r,• invites all its
members to a St. Patty's Day bash at
Maggie's house. You know. the bad news
editor and even worse person. Details in
the office.
There's gonna be a lot of sexual healing
going on this Thursday night.
BDJ- Well here it is- your very own
personal- (even though you don't deserve
it)! I'll think about you when I'm basting in
the California sun!! Seriously TFBY - BOB
REALWORLD- Finding Field Experience.
Our favorite foursome file into the Field
Experience Office, Fred and Fritz
following Felicia and Franny. "Come in.
Can I help you?" says the secretary.
Felicia. forever forward, speaks out,
"Please tell us about Field Experience."
Is Advertising for you? Be a New
Hampshire Advertising Associate . Apply
;now in room 108 of the MUB .
Happy Birthday Cindy ...l'm sorry.
The Guard. _. .
Lisa- you are one awesome little sis. I'm
so. proud to be your Bid Sister! Get
psyched for some great times together the
rest of the semester. We make a super
twosome! Love, Heather .
Interested in Advertising / sales? Be an
Advertising Associate for The New
Hampshire. Apply room 108 MUB
Nutty Girl- happy birthday. Sorry I'm late.
You 're so hugable & kissable. I think I'll
keep you. Pretty Please? You're such a
little love bunny. When can I check into
the hotel again? I'm gonna miss you
during break. Mosterst - A strange guy.
Hey Aim. was it worth being up at 0830
for the 69th?Those 13 hours 26 Feb. were
wild, weren 't they? (Can you say
Thumper? Sure you can) Thought you and
"Yo Date" turned into brunts a couple
weeks ago. Hope it was just a passing
fancy, even though you looked smashing,
killer. Same goes for 12 MAR! Later!

Peter A : Life doesn't come with
guarantees. but when you start out with
quality and treat it with T.L.C. you know
you have a good investment that will
endure.

Work / Stu.dy students : Need extra
money? The Handicapped Student
Services Office is looking for students to
be academic aids and/ or readers. For
more information ~all 862-2607 or stop
by room 151 in Huddleston Hall.

I am wickedly, megaly, awesomely,
psyched. Only two more issues left!!!! Yea
Ha
Happy 20th Birthday Huntie. Lisa Hunt's
Birthday is March 19th so be sure to wish
her a happy one! Love ya Lis, Maryann.
Amy and Micheal.

.,.,,,. .\",,,r 11,,,,,,,J,ir,• invites all its
members to a St. Patty's Day bash at
Maggie's house. You know, the bad news
editor and even worse person. Details in
the office.

MDF - you ·re such a cutie! More late
nights - not that I'm complaining! I love it!
Side trips to St . Pete will be well worth itl
I'll miss you!!!! The fun in the sun has
begun. Don't forget champagne tonight!!
Love. C.

Cathy 5.- Savvy and Cosmo don't know
what they're getting themselves into
inviting us down to work with them . Lets
show them they need talented people like
us. Sound good? Get psyched. Jane

KRIS IS AWESOME!! Is this big enough
for everyone to see? I really meant to
everything I said last Monday. Just give
me a chance okay? I love you. John xxx
One. to three days of work a week for
person with research experience and
interest in field of genealogy and local
history. Typing needed. Experience and
knowledge to be applied to publishing and
reprint i ng of books. Contact : John
Ballentine. New England History Press.
Somersworth, 692 -3728.
St. George 's Thrift Shop, Main St.
Durham. has fresh spring and summer
clothing . New Hours. Thursdays l0:00
AM to 5:00 PM. Consignments until 4:30
only.
Patty - It takes more than a personal to say
this, but in simple words - thanks. W ill
miss you. have a fun time w ith your sister.
See you soon. Love, Carol.
Wanted : For fall, beginning August 27.
companion. to live in with elderly woman.
In Durham, salary, room and board . Light
housekeeping duties. Car available .
Inquire room 319 James Hall.
Xavier or Bill. I'm Working with "People 's
Cou r t . . noogon v o . l-li nol<loy." When 's the
deadline. Bert J . Bingel 749-2928 after
4 :00 p.m .
Dear Sirs. James and Chuck, I find it
rather unpleasant drowning in tequila .
Perhaps you could relieve me of this
miasma by having a friend or two force
feed you the stuff. So what did you wild
and crazy guys do this weekend? I hope no
girls were involved- why mess up a
perfect record . See you 'round- the
Invertebrate .
Happy 20th Cathy. Now we can ··1egally"
have parties in the room . Love ya Sarah.
To the Women 's Gymnastics Team :
GOOD LUCK at EASTERNS. From a
devoted fan .
SPW. Jr .. . The count is 3 to 1 (you're favor
- or is .it really mine?) I'd better get
moving .. and no more taking you for a
ride. Les .
BJ & Gay Queen- I had a great time at
Celebrations. we·11 have to do it again
sometime, like Friday, the 25? See you
there! Have a great Vacation! Boanie
Feliz Cumple Anos Irene diez y nuevo
anos. Hay que bueno! Pero no cervezas
hoy. Love Jen.
Happy 20th Birthday Lisa Schatz!! (a little
late!) Here's your long awaited personal
sent especially to commemorate your
best birthday yet. To all our late night talks
and all the corny jokes we couldn't live
without . We've come a long way together
and you are a very special friend, not to
mention the best roommate anyone could
ever want. Here's to two great years and
hopefully to at least two more. Love your
roomie and bestest friend . Jen-C.
Lisa-Piece Happy 20th . I hope it's the best
one yet! Happy Birthday- Scallion .
Lisa Schatz- Happy 20th Birthday- Lise
Piece Happy 20th- Scatzie Happy (legal)
20th Birthday. Shylock- Happy 19 plus 1Streak head- Happy Happy 20th- Hope its
the best one yet! Love ya, Jen-C
Beth, T, Meals- Have an x-cellent
vacation . I miss you guys. Beth thanks for
the long talk. I love you . xoxo Jude.
Happy 21st Birthday Luci Cancelmo!!
Hope you have an excellent birthday even
though you have 3 exams and 2 papers to
hand in this week. Do you have time to
celebrate on Wednesday? Love ya Pee,
Bee
Apt. 17 - Will miss you all during
vacations. Sharon, who did you want to
eat it? Tracey, Have fun with " Suffolk
Man" over break, and Cindy, you might
have a visitor during the week, a bored
Durhamite. You guys are great
roommates. Even if some of us don 't come
home and some of don 't want to come
home and do. Thanks Sha, had a good fun,
weekend with ya. we gotta do it again and
get plowed on Sunday! (You weren 't
drunk enough!)
Lauren L.- Here lt is, your very own
personal. I just thought I'd send a very
special thank you to a very special friend.
Thanks for always being there. love Lisa
G.
Get experience now in advertising / sales.
Be a New Hampshire Advertising
Associate. Apply MUB room 108.
Need some extra money to enjoy yourself?
Come look for a job at the Student Job
Board, located in the MUB.
Annie - Hello, how are ya doing? Let's
have fun this week. Have a great break
and forget about the past. We have the
future, so no more disagreements.
Thanks for everything!!! Especially the
tests. Love Me.
It's Xochi not Zochil for the last time
Joy, Diana. Betty and Robin - SUPER Party
- The question do you remember, (Betty).
Everyone there had a blast.
Ginger, it's been a long semester so far . I
wish this was summer break and not just
a one week departure into the "other
world." I know Thursday will be a blast as
long as we don't get too blasted ourselves.
No. not us. Hope you don 't lose sleep over
your mysterious man. Who knows, maybe
it IS .. . ? Toot-a-loo. Chjane
So Janet. is that what its like when you
drink too much . Guess I'll have to slow
down for a while. At least until Thursday.
You can come with us too. Friends are
invited.
Have a great oreak. See ya
later,(at home). And watch out. you may
come back from break and mirrors will be
lining you bedroom. Chi-
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CLASSIFIED-

Be a New Hampshire Ad Associate. Apply
NOW Room 108 MUB .
Peter: You like a challenge. Go for it!!
Kathy J - Finally the day is here - our fun in
the sun has begun!!!! St Pete will never be
the same! I can hardly wait - by the wayhow are we getting to Logan?!! Th is could
be a problem - oh no! PS How's John?
"Are you in love? " Love & Kisses - Cin
Nancy, Darlene. Margaret and Patty - Hall
& Oates was a good time! We'll have to go
to Penn . to catch them again! This time I'll
jump on the stage! We' ll have to
remember our mini-skirts. Love Kathy
(The Florida-bound freshman)
Matt T. - I'm sorry if it appeared as if I was
ragging on you last Sat , but I have an
excuse; I was drunk? Besides, the things I
remember saying were all true thoughts.
We'li be home for a week, so I'd like to get
together and try to be friends or whatever
we want to be again. I know the past is a
hard thing to go back to, but maybe we
could try? Talk to you later. Love , Carol
Sandy-Hi . Want to jog? Jeannie
Rob and Kirn (Kim and Rob), Kirn, Rob;
Rob, Kim : Hi. Jeannie

By the way Dennis D. and Carol (Snatch)
N. - / am the only one who is allowed to
write "Hi Ed! ".
If you want Jim Singer's body, you 'd
. better hurry; he 's graduating soon . See
you at THE N.H . staff (and St. Patrick 's
day) party on Thursday!!!!

Barb-even when you ' re "out of it'' you
write damn good headlines . - Grumps.
Maggie: ·1 hope you're feeling better. I
mean, if you had a heart attack, where
would we have the party? But seriously,
get well; we need you!-Grumps (again .)
Jeff Whitcomb - Boy, some people are
never happy. You never get personals?
Just wake up and die right, so to speak.
Bye Ed.
All staffers: Wagers will be taken
concerning the jello wrestling finals on
Thursday night. Odds favor " Jungle
Woman" Maggie, "Juice Machine" Julia,
and "T-Rex" Todd by a margin of two. See
me for further info .. .Steve D
Magaret, you know I can out jello you any
day. I've been training so you can forget
about

h;:iving

thP

J {>lla

Rowl

this:

semester. I promise to gentle, "The Wild
Samoan"

Kathy--Let's make a date for vacation,
baby. Gershwin
Wendy and Lisa--You are invited to
supper one of these weekday nights okay?
So call me. Jeannie
Nicholas--Only two and a half more
days ... ... ......... .
Remember the Void is made of jello

To my mystery man - Where are you? I
haven 't heard from you lately - or have I? I
still want to know your identity. We
should have coffee sometime. Think
about it. Ginger

Ginger About that dream . You see we
were on this beach . Fourteen little
Polynesian types gently strummed
gourdlike stringed instruments while we
drank the juice of the wonga tree . I'll tell
you the rest on Thursday ..
Remember that Sierra red Vega that was
for sale last week. Well, I still have it and I
don't want it. In addition to two finely
apolstered seats are four new tires, a new
battery and an engine that just won't quit.
Although Florida may be out of the
question we like to refer to the Vega as a
fine touring mobile. If you call Duke at
868-5974 or 862-1490 before midnight
tonight we'll throw in a free case of oil.

Carol F.-1 was so pleased to hear abc.ut
your test. You don't know how much that
eases my mind about your flunking out.
By the way, last Sunday, I was out visiting
a friend that morning and they weren't in .
So I had to go back home. I hope we can
get this misunderstanding cleared up
between us, about why I'm surprised at
some things you do. See you this
afternoon. -D.

Critique today for all those interested in
discussing the relative merits of Steve
and Peter's stories.

Stacey- Oh you think I forgot about the
way you threw me out of the room last
night? Wrong! I know how you like to get
your name in the paper. Maybe we can
work something out.

I dream of Alison with the dark blue
eyes ...(or something like that .)

Cin-Cin .- I'm going to miss you . But heres
to a fun flight down and a warm
rendezvous in St. Pete. Thanks so much
for the ice cream. You ' ll never realize how
much it helped me out. I'm always glad
when you're around. Love ya-D .

Yes, this page of personals is almost over;
so is the week, when you think about it.
I'm on a Mexican -

woah, oh -

There will be no issue of The New
Hampshire this Friday. Get that? No
paper! There also won ·t be a paper the
Tuesday after spring break. No papers none, not even if you go to Room 151 in
the MUB and ask "Is there a paper
today?".
Have a good and safe spring break.

MUSO film ·.~erie.~ prPsPnfs...

I

TO CATCH A THIEF

Are you really going to wake up at 6 a.m .
to go drinking? That is truely tacky, my
dears ...
Remember : as Ian Anderson says,"The
Christmas spirit is not what you drink "
and that goes for St. Pat ricks day too, kidz .
Look Joe you know you're beard never
looked better so just go and get the Wild
Turkey before Thursday and I won't
publically embarrass you .
Dennis, you're idea of a good time would
make the Guinness Book of Sexual World
Records
Dumb personals are an art form

One of Hitchcock's best suspense films. Grant is a retired
jewel thief suspected of committing new thefts when an
imposter copies his methods. As he tries to catch the
real burgler he falls in love with ice-cold Grace Kelly.

That's what Marcia B would say
Sometimes (usually), talking is better
than anything else; at least you don 't have
to worry about your roomate walking in! I
love Sundays, semi-colons, and you!
Sorry about last night too.
I just want you to know that,even though
you are thousands of miles away I still
think of you . Hello from your favorite
Wildcat! Je t'adore Mademoiselle Amero.
Tu es formidable! Amour - Winnie le
Pooh .
Nice enough, but no semi-colons !

Thurdsay, March 17
Strafford Room - MUB

7 & 9:30 p.m.

Adm: $1.00

Finally Win. I got in in! Sorry about the
delay. Thanks for the loan this weekend.
And don't worry; I'm not insulted because
you took a bathroom floor over me. Have a
great break! GNF.
Doug you divot. I remember my first
freight train Elaine.
Chew - just for you , I'll be in a good mood
this Fri . at breakfast. Of course, there 's no
paper Thursday night.. ..

·Tue Student Press

Hi Ed.

is now accepting
applications
for
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Happy Birthday
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radio ...

JIM S. - We want our checks. We want
our Money!!! Today!!! Thanks, very much.

Applications can be
picked up m Room 153, MUB.
Deadline 1s Fri.d ay March 18.
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UNH hockey shares the wealth
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Carolyn· Blackmar
and Tim Skeer
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Holt, fans outclass Harvard,
By Todd Half
BOSTON - On one side of
that age old relic called the
Boston Garden stood UNH
fans. It was the second period
of Friday's semi-final game
between Harvard and UNH.
Fueled by the hour and a half
commute from Durham to
Boston, the Wildcat faithfuls
clanged, wailed and shook the
fragile timbers of the old
building.
On the other side, the
Crimson crowd clad in all the
familiar chino slacks, pinstriped dress shirts and Brooks
Brothers belts loosened up the
ties, put down the martinis and
took to screaming.
Of course, it took them a
while to get excited. After all
they arrived fashionably late
Friday night, strolling in and
filling out their cheering section
some time late in the first
period.
The roar rolled across the
Garden in waves, almost like a
master disc jockey had been
hired by the ECAC to increase
the volume of the UNH section,
fade out the Harvard noise and
then reverse the process.
One ·guy making enough
noise to command his own
cheering section was the
Chrimson 's fiery Irish coach
Bill Cleary. There he was, as
UNH's goaltender Todd
Pearson kicked, gloved and
blocked save after save,
orchestrating the Cleary
version of a drum solo on the

protective glass behind the
Harvard bench.
Bang! Startled fans in the
front rows flinched as Cleary
would TKO the glass with
another left cross. But then
Cleary stopped his punches,
replacing his brawling style
with a more caual rope-a-dope
imitation. Clearly was
suddenly relaxed.
What tamed the legendary
Cleary temper was count em'
one, two, three, four goals in
three minutes. A 3-1 deficit
turned into a 5-3 advantage,
that would put a smile on any
coaches face and a scowl on his
fellow coach.
But there sat UNH coach
Charlie Holt across the way
neither ranting or raving. With
the Garden crowd quaking, the
fan s shaken and his team
stunned, Holt hardly blinked.
Instead one watched as the
chalkboard seemed to unfold in
Holt's head. He was looking for
the answer to his defense's
sudden collapse. However, as
Holt mused after the game over
the disappearance of his
defensive corps it seemed more
of an intellectual curiosity
rather than an embarassment.
There is a certain aura about
Holt that seems to lift him
above the maddening
atmosphere of even the ECAC
Final Four at Boston Garden.
After the Harvard game Holt
walked, or rather carefully slid
with a skater's technique, into
the press conference area.

There was absolutely nothing
in his voice that indicated the
night's game was any more
emotional than .say, golf.
Later in the locker room he
would talk to reporters and
carefully reconstruct the
tactical reasons for the UNH
loss. Nods would indicate a
general understanding, but the
truth is that Holt is a step ahead
of everyone in his understanding of the game.
"They strung us out," said
Holt. ••Their defense could handle our two forecheckers. If
they split us up like that we're in
trouble. I'm almost ready to say
we should add another
dimension."
In the midst of this major
strategy change, Holt takes
time out to say ·•Hi" to Jason
Forget, Dan Forget's threeyear old child. Later when the
conversation is done he tells the
reporter, .. t apprecitae you
taking the time to ask me some
questions." He's totally sincere.
After Saturday's win over St.
Lawrence, Holt can be seen
stretching precariously on a UNH hoop coach Gerry Friel was named ECAC North Atlantic
chair to close a locker room coach of the year last week. (Tim Skeer photo)
window and then bending
down low to pick-up discarded
tape.
He does these small duties
carefully. And while his players
(continued from page 27)
exit the locker room into the
JulieWoln~wastheloneUNH 13th place showing. Russ
swirling masses of the Boston
Garden it's apparent one thing repres~ntat1ve, she placed 15th. 1 Dearborn, also a senior skier,
is on Holt's mind-and that's the Th~ wmner of the race was Beth finished with a fine performanHe1den, former Olympic speed ce placing 19th.
next game. The strategy of the
skater.
In the women's race, Sickels
next game, that is.
The _alpine ski~rs bounced captured 15th place and
back 1_n_ th_e third day of Gravink 26th place. Kathy
competlt1on m the giant slalom Kreiner, the 1976 Olympic
event. Da_ve Kent finished his giant slalom gold medalist,
( continued from page 28)
college ski career with a strong skiing for Utah, won the event.
curb the momentum.
final, total goals series with the
SKIERS, page 11
Repetitious maybe, but Golden Gophers. The Wildcats
unquestionably deserved - have only faced the Golden
Wildcat goaltender Todd Gophers once and come out on
<continued from page 28)
Pearson in Holt's words was, the short end of a 4-3 contest.
•·This was a great weekend of
..... unnnbelievable... just Fourth place St. Lawrence will foul trouble early and ·tensions
rose.
Manhatten
coach
Faye
basketball,"
according to
super." Pearson frustrated join the Wildcats on the road
both teams last weekend. but taking on number one Young was slapped with a DeMarco. ••Linda Neilson is
SLU in particular, because he Wisconsin, while Harvard and techinical after her constant one step ahead of the younger
and PC goaltender Mario Providence will enjoy home ice, harassment, and later accused players and had super games
both days."
Proulx, held the Saints to just welcoming Michigan State and officials of ••grand-standing."
••Hosting and winning the
two goals. Sprawling his way to Minnesota-Duluth. The standing".
••The
officials
are
not
ECAC's
had been set as one of
another 39 save performance winners will advance to Grand
Saturday night, Pearson did Forks, North Dakota for the responsible for an 18 point our goals and it is an
win," DeMarco said.
achievement we can be proud
everything but score and drive semis and finals.
The U N H - M a n hat tan
of. The bid for the NCAA 's
· the Zamboni.
So there's new life for the
••1 was pleased with my Wildcats. It's no secret to match-up came after Friday would have been a compliment
performance, but it's a team hockey followers that the night's opening games where for a year's work."
The selection for the NCAA
thing," said Pearson. ••we were Western clubs play a more Manhattan squeaked past
all down after the Harvard physical style of hockey, but Fairfield, 70-66 and the play-offs is roughly translated
game because we just couldn't that doesn't worry the ·cats, ·wildcats outgunned Holy as such; 32 teams are chosen.
Automatic bids ·go to the 14
put a total effort together. It who hope to rally to become Cross, 69-55.
UNH captured the show- conference winners, 4 are
was tough watching the the undisputed National
down with the Crusaders in a offered to teams not in
championship game because Champions.
··They hit more, but we can display of experience that left conferences who won
we could have beaten both
significant tournaments and
give it out too." said Pearson. HC gasping for air.
teams."
••Experience means confid- there are 14 at-large bids. As on
There will be other chances ··1f we win this weekend, we'll
though, as the ·cats with their be red hot for the semis. It's ence," DeMarco explained. independent, UNH falls into
22-9-2 overall record will fly nice to win on the road because ··The Holy Cross kids get mad · this category.
But the conference structure
out to Minnesota this week in you rub it right in their face." at each other rather than
directing their energy toward according to De Marco is weak.
preparation for their quarterthe opposition."
··The best teams aren't
However, HC was very necessarily in conferences,
physical away from the ball and therefore, the NCAA will not
the Wildcats let it get to them represent the best of this
during the first half. They country."
shook off the intimidation for
There are many other
Three Wildcats have been the recipients of post season
the last 20 minutes and pulled independents with over 20
awards. Hoop guard Robin Dixon who is now the all-time
ahead by as much as 28 at one wins, who also didn't get a bid.
UNH scoring leader with 1590 career points, and single
point.
. Oral Roberts is 25-0 and they
season scoring leader with 530 points, was named to the
Centers ,Denise Higgins and didn•t make it.
ECAC North Atlantic Conference all-star team. Dixon was
Gail Jackson (13 rebounds)
New England will be
also named as the runner-up to Maine's Jeff Cross for player
turned in key performances.
represented in the prelimenarof the year.
Jackson played cat and mouse ies by Dartmouth. UNH
Sophomore Norm Lacombe who has registered 41 points
with the Crusader forwards, defeated Dartmouth 74-56
thus far for the Wildcat hockey team, was selected to the
almost daring them to come earlier this season.
ECAC Division I second team. Last season, Lacombe earned
near the boards. Kelly
••Hopefully the structure will
Rookie-of-The-Year honors.
Butterfield
saw
little
playing
change
in the future, but that's
Congratulations is also in order for men's hoop head coach
timethisweekendduetoabone difficult to tell seniors."
Gerry Friel who recently received ECAC NAC Coach-ofchip in her foot. Neither she nor DeMarco lamented.
The-Year honors. Friel led his team to their best record in
DeMarco wanted to take a
nine years. racking up 16 wins against 12 losses overall. and 8chance on a serious injury.
2 in the ECAC NAC.

---SKIERS'."1111----

------HOCKEY-----any help."
.. We had all kinds of
chances," said Harvard coach
Bill Cleary. ••1 was beginning to
think he was going to stonewall
us for the whole game. In the
second, we checked them in the
center zone and took the body
much better."
The Crimson's performance
carried over to their
championship win over
Providence 4-1, who advanced
the night before, blanking St.
Lawrence, 1-0.
Prior to the championship
game, the Wildcats re-entered
the Garden ice with hopes of
salvaging a consolation win
with the skating Saints of SLU.
They did exactly that beating
SL U 5-2, proving to their
faithful following, that
consolation games are indeed
for keeps.
They did it much the same
way Harvard had done it to
them the night before, posting
four unanswered goals. Junior
Paul Barton started things off
5:07 into the game, blistering a
left point drive past SLU
goaltender Gary Weicker low
to the farside.
Junior line mates Steve
Lyons, Dan Potter and
sophomore Ralph Robinson
all added first and second
period tallies, giving the •cats a
4-0 lead.
·••we had to prove to
ourselves that we were still
good,"said UNH forward Dan
Muse. ··we got the momentum
goH.-g and we proved we can
still win away from Snively."
SLU put together a two goal
effort in the third, and
threatened for more, but
Barton tapped home a rebound
wit~ :?5 seconds remaining to

---HOOP---

Wildcats honored
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By Steve Damish

NCAAs just beyond reach of UNH hoop team
· Amidst a clutter of orange peels on the floor
and the reality of an indigestible loss, UNH
assistant sports information director Mike
Bruckner approached men's basketball cocaptain-Robin Dixon at his locker in Matthews
Arena, the site of the ECAC North Atlantic
playoffs.
"Best team we ever had," said Bruckner.
"Best one ever."
A half hour earlier UNH's season had ended
with an 89-77 semi-final loss to Holy Cross.
About an hour and a half beforehand, with the
Wildcats holding a 39-36 halftime lead over a
team they'd beaten during the season, few
thought such a premature ending was possible.
A conference championship and an ·NCAA
bid seemed inevitable. UNH was that good this
year. It would slide by HC and then avenge a
month-old sour technical foul call as it beat
Boston University in the finals.
With that not happening, some may think
the Wildcats weren't that good.
They were.
And with UNH not taking it all, some may
find Bruckner's statement nonfactual.
It isn't.

The fact is HC played better against UNH
than it had all season. The Crusaders shot 65
percent in the second half, hitting 19 of 29
shots. On March 12, the Cross was cruising.
BU just happened to be lucky that, for some
reason, H C downshifted before losing to the
Terriers 93-92 in the finals.
The conference title remains a yearning for
UNH, but the best record for the Wildcats in
nine years, J6-J 2, is an etched reality. So is
UN H's 8-2 regular season conference mark,
which tied the Wildcats for first place with BU
(the Terriers, however, by virtue of an 82-73
regular season win, were granted the number
one seed).
Some other realities that render Bruckner's
observation factual:
-Robin Dixon. The best team has got to
have the all-time scorer, right? It did. Dixon
surpassed Wayne Morrison's 150! mark with
1590 career points. He also broke 'the single
season record with 530 points this season. Ah,
the disappointment of departing seniors ...
-In addition to Dixon, Al ·McClain and
Dan Nolan contributed endless talent to this
team, McCl~in with his flashiness in passing

and Nolan with his roughness in rebounding.
With Dixon, McClain, and Nolan, coach
Gerry Friel the league's coach of the year, can
unquestionably state that he had three of the
league's best players playing for him (McClain
and Nolan return next year).
-A third reason~ wins. Big wins, like those
over Northeastern (90-8 J and 74-73),
Connecticut (76-72), Holy Cross (66-63) and
Canisius (75-64), which was the Wildcat's first
playoff victory ever. All of the victories at
times required perfection. UNH had it.
Some other notes might include the fact that
the Wildcats finished last in the conference 129, 9-18 overall just a season ago. And they were
picked to end seventh this year in the preseason
coaches' poll.
A final note is that this year's team was one
of the best in New England.
"This year was really satisfying," said
Dixon. "We really wanted it to keep going and
we thought it was going to go on, but that's the
way it is."
·

-~-CUP---

V

UNH's Kathy Kazmaier makes a kick save in Sunday's 6-2 win over York for the University
Cup. ( Carolyn Blackmar photo)
.

-Skiers take 9th in nationals
By Dierdre Lynch
Last week, nine UN H skiers
traveled to Bozeman, Montana
to compete in the first men and
women combined NCAA Ski
Championships. Montana
State University was the host
school.
The University of Utah was
victorious after four days of
competition. Vermont placed
second and Wyoming placed
third.
The combined efforts of the
UN H men and women skiers
placed them 9th in a field of the
tor_!_8 college teams in the U.S.

When the skiers arrived in
Montana, powder (lots of it)
awaited them. This combined
with 60° weather made for a
soft rutty slalom event. Top
finisher for UNH was freshman
Jill Sickels. Although the
downhill event is her specialty,
the Farmington, Me. native,
rode the ruts to a respectable
21st place finish.
Jill Gravink, ranked 10th in
the East in the slalom event,
placed 24th. In the men's race,
senior captain Dave· Kent
finished 28th.
In the second day of

competition, a rookie cross
cot1ntry skier provided the
fireworks for UNH with an
11th place finish in the 15km
race. Brendan Sullivan (North
Conway, N.H.) was the third
American to cross the finish.
Many X-C teams are stacked
with N orwegain recruits but
not UNH. Eric Hastings
(Bethel, Me.) placed 27th,
Mike Hussey(Peru, Vt.) placed ·
28th a n d Steve Po u I i n
(Manchester, N.H.) placed
29th.
In the women's X-C race,
s1q~RS, p~ge_26 _

<continued from page 78)
notch a tally at 8:20 of the first Debbie Lamb. The Wildcats
period Sue Harley centered began playing in their usual
the puck to defensemen Barb brilliant manner late in the
Boyes who lofted a pretty shot third period. The defense over Kazmaier's left shoulder, performed especially well, and
_ to pull York within one, now goalie Kazmaier made nine
trailing 2-1.
saves in the period, ( 18 in the
UNH had several good game).
·
opportunities before Lyons'
The Wildcats capitalized on
game winner, near the end of a power play with less than two
the first period. Most notably minutes_left in !he game. · The
were a slap shot by Hutchinson Wildcats' Strack rocketed a
that hit th e crossbar, a nd an hard shot off the York goalie's
open net shot that went wide.
stick, which was neatly flipped
"We could have played three into the net by teammate
periods like th e firS t ," said Hutchinson. The goal came at
coach Russ McCu rd y, "if we 14:06 and was the last of the
had - been reS t ed." McCurdy game, making the final score ·
was referring to his team's UNH 6, York 2.
victory in Providence last
.
Balducci's two goals gives
weekend to secure their fourth
consecutive EAIA W cham- her 30 on the season, and
makes her the team's leader.
pionship.
,
"Before we got tired, we were
The Canadian Council
playing as well as we have all General from Boston presented
season," said McCurdy.
the silver cup (second place) to
y ork again cut the u NH lead the York captains. Meanwhile,
to one, eight minutes into the UNH President Evelyn
second period. Cindy Clost Handler presented the
(daughterofYorkcoachWally University Cup to UNH
Clost) put on a skating captains Marcie Delaney,
exhibition as she weaved Cindy McKay, and Laura
through a net of UNH
Brown. President Handler
defenders for an unassisted remarked that "coach
goal.
McCurdy had given inspiration
The Wildcats came roaring and leadership to the girls."
back on a fast moving drive two
"We can play better tl
minutes later. The front line that," said McCurdy after
raced towards the goal, as game. "We came out flying
Hutchinson threw the puck we almost let it get away fr
us.,,
into the middle for Balducci,
who fired a bullet high into the
Injuries to Debbie Ai ey,
corner of the net.
Birdget Stearns, and Marcie
Neither UNH nor York had
Delanie had hampered UNH
many more scoring chances in over the last part of the season,
the second period, only eight but they finished strong
shots were taken by both
nonetheless. "Our shooting was
teams, and UN H led at the end a lot better this time," said
of the period, 4-2.
McCurdy, "We spent about a
Hutchinson's interference week shooting off of Cap
penalty at 7:42 of the third
Raeder, (former Pro goalie and
period gave y k a power play, ~~!!grad) and that helped us a
and its only valid scoring
_
attempts of the final period.
When asked about next
Kazmaier's outstanding season, McCurdy said, "We're
goaltending stifled the power losing a lot of seniors; we'll
play, and shut down the struggle, but we'll be
"Yeowomen "for the remainder competitive."
of the game .
The UNH women's hockey
UNH's Kip Porter added to team has won everything in
the UNH lead as she rerouted a sight since its inception six
shot by Sara McKay, just over years ago, compiling a 109-2-2
the outstreched pads of York's record. It's hard to imagine
them ever having to struggle.
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·Sports
•
•
over, icemen
tied up
Garden party 1s
By Peter Clark
BOSTON-UN H's 6-3 semifinal round loss to Harvard at
the Bbston Garden Friday ·
night, wasn't a good indication
of the club's ability, but
Saturday evening's 5-2
consolation win over St.
Lawrence was.
The 'Cats will have further
tournament play to avenge
their semi-final loss when they
take on Minnesota at
Mi'nneapolis Friday night in .
the two game quarter-tmal of
the NCAA Championships.
A strong first period that saw
the Wildcats jump out to a 3-1
lead Friday, on goals by Dan
Potter, Dan Muse and Jay
Miller, quickly took a turn for
the worse at the outset of the
second period. Potter put the
Wildcats up 1-0, 4:52 into the
game getting his 27th goal of
the year, but Harvard exploded
for four unanswered goals in
the second stanza, and one in
the third insured the Crimson a
trip to the finals. "Harvard
took the play away from us,"
said UNH coach Charlie Holt.
"They checked up extremely
hard .. .l thought the way things
were going, we'd be alright, but
when they got three goals
ahead, it made it impossible to
come back.
The turning point of the
game came at 12:50 of the
second period when UNH's
Brain Byrnes went off for
tripping. Teammate Norm .
Lacombe followed Byrnes to
the penalty box a minute later
giving the locals a five-onthree>,
Harvard's.. Chip Turner
stuffed in a rebound at 14:34 of
the second, releasing Byrnes
from the box, cutting the
Harvard advantage to a fiveon-four situation. Bill Cleary's
club once again took advantage
of the powerplay, getting its ·
third goal on a: 19 seconds later
breakaway by tournament

UNH's Ralph Robinson (12) and Harvard's Mark Fusco (6) grin and bear each other. (Tim Skeer photo)

MVP Mitch Olson.
Chris Falcone added
another, just over a minute
later, and Olson followed with
his second of the evening,
giving the Crimson the lead,
momentum and the game.
You can't bl a me the
shorthand," said UNH left
wing Paul Barton. "The
turning point came when we
were down two men. There's

lcewomen are North
American champions
By Ray Routhier
This is the story of the team
that couldn't lose. And if there
were any doubts in last night's
University Cup, Patsy Lyons
put them to rest in the first
period.
The puck deflected off the
goaltender's stick and into the
crowd of UN H shooters.
Wildcat forward Patsy Lyons
gobbled up the loose puck and
slipped it into the York goal.
The tally came at 8:20 of the
first period, giving UNH a 3-1
advantage. That's all they
would need, as the Wildcat
women trounced York
University of Ontario, 6-2, to
capture the first-ever
University Cup.
The University Cup is given
to ....he winner of . the game
between the best American
women's hockey team, and the
best Canadian team. The
Wildcats end their season with
a 19-1 record, and it seems that

•
•
ID ivy

they have nothing left to
accomplish. York was the only
team to beat UNH this season,
so the victory was that much
sweeter.
The Wildcats took to the ice
in high gear, and dominated the
first period. UNH's Robin
Balducci nailed a shot into the
corner of the net to put UNH
on the board · first. Lyons dug
the puck out of the corner and
fired a pass to Balducci who
was streaking down the middle.
Lori Hutchinson also got an
assist on the goal which came at
4:25 of the first period.
Sixteen seconds later,
lightening struck in the person
of Terry Strack. The freshman
forward took a pass off the
face-off and flew past the
defense for an unassisted goal,
pushing the UNH lead to 2-0.
The "Yeowomen" put little
pressure on UNH goalie Kathy
Kazmaier, but managed to
CUP, page 27

nothing we could do. It got
taken right away from us."
Despite six goals, "The Todd
Pearson Show" received top
billing the full sixty minutes.

Pearson handled 39 saves, · said UNH's Lacombe. "They
many of them two-on-ones and just came out and wanted it
three-on-twos.
more I guess. Todd played
"We started wanting the super, and we didn't give him
game more than anything," HOCKEY, page 26

Lady cagers capture ECAC's
By Maura Gavin
The lady Wildcats became
the first ECAC Divsion one
basketball champions with
their 79-61 victory over .
Manhattan College on
Saturday. However, the win
did not secure UNH as an
automa'tic qualifier for the
NCAA play-offs, as hoped.
"We, the players and
coaches, are really disapponted, but we know we are not
done," coach Cecilia DeMarco
said yesterday. "We couldn't
have done anything better this
season."
Saturday's victory capped
the Wildcats 22-7 season. After
a rocky first half with both
teams trading leads, UNH blew
the game open in the second
half. "A great twenty minutes,"
according to DeMarco. "When
the level of olav is that ~ood,
there's no stopping us."
The Wildcats -outside game
was in top form as they shot 50
percent from the floor.
Freshman Terry .. Digger"
Mulliken pumped in a season
high 12 points. Guard Corrine
Gu las added IO points and
Terry Redmond had the 'Cats
game high of 18 points.
The Lady Jaspers . got into
HOOP, page 26
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Senior Theresa Redmond holds ECAC trophy high above her
head after the 'Cats beat Manhatten for the title Saturday.
( Carolyn Blackmar photo)

